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San Francisco’s vibrant artistic life

O

ne by one, the leaders of 50 San
Francisco arts and cultural groups
move to the front of the meeting
room and, in their allotted three minutes,
highlight their activities during the past year.
They cram in the good news: new and
expanded programs, awards, collaborations,
celebrations and milestones, pending
recordings and publications. And they
touch on the less certain: their push to
add audience and increase visibility, take
greater artistic risks, seek permanent
performance or exhibition venues, and,
of course, find more funding.

Tenor Sándor Kónya and
soprano Leontyne Price
sing of their love in San
Francisco Opera’s 1961
production of Madama
Butterfly.
PHOTO:
CAROLYN MASON JONES

“It’s a wing and a prayer every year,”
says Debi Durst, who has organized
Comedy Day in Golden Gate Park since
the early 1980s.
Heads nod in accord. Some presenters’
groups are a few years old, others come
from venerable institutions. The recession
has made all sympathetic to their peers’
plight, and everyone eagerly listens for
signs of recovery.
It’s Grants for the Arts’ 2011 spring
meeting, the annual convening of
nonprofits that are funded — or hope
to be — by the city agency that turns
50 this year.
GRANTS FOR THE ARTS
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The money for the grants, more than
$300 million since 1961, comes from the
Hotel Tax Fund as an annual allocation.
Grants for the Arts staff vet the applicants,
recommend awards and monitor the
grants. For five decades, these grants have
helped fuel one of the city’s powerful
economic engines: tourism.
At this March meeting, held in a cityleased conference room three blocks from
City Hall, 38 current grantees share their
experiences as 12 new applicants pitch
their programs to GFTA staff and advisory
committee.
GFTA Director Kary Schulman sits
unobtrusively in the audience, alternately
beaming and frowning at the encouraging
or worrisome news about the state of San
Francisco’s arts scene implicit in each
group’s scenario. At the helm of Grants for
the Arts for 31 years, Schulman knows the
scene like few others, and has a reputation
as a straight shooter who is prudent, yet
has compassion for artists.
GFTA staff and their 10-member
Citizens Advisory Committee begin
meeting each April in a four-month
process to decide on awards for the coming
fiscal year. Steep city budget deficits are
expected, perhaps affecting GFTA’s final
allocation, though the bottom line for
grantmaking won’t be known for months.
This year, 15 new applicants hope to
share the hotel tax bounty. If eligible and
they make the final cut, they’ll join more
than 200 grantees on GFTA’s annual
docket. If they don’t, they’ll be encouraged
to try again. Given the somber economic
news, GTFA worries it might be unable to
fund any new groups, a setback that has
seldom happened.
Nail-biting during funding cycles is
common, especially in hard times. After
growing throughout the 1980s, dipping
after the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake,
then bumping up in the ’90s, hotel tax
revenues slipped again after the dot-com

‘‘

We have to reapply every year, but we don’t have to dance
around and say we’re something we’re not. The grants say
that we’re interesting, that we’re doing good work.”
Barbara Heroux, artistic director
Lamplighters Music Theatre

bubble burst in 2000. Revenues plunged
after 9/11, decimating tourism and
diminishing GFTA’s sole funding resource.
Allocations rose slightly, then tanked in
2008 when the recession hit.
The last 10 years have been particularly tough: In 2000, GFTA awarded
$12.2 million to arts groups; by 2011,
distribution, which varies according to
the annual hotel tax collection and the
health of the city’s overall budget, had
slumped to $8.8 million.
Despite roller-coaster allocations,
Grants for the Arts remains this country’s
oldest and most successful government
program supporting arts and culture using
revenue from a city hotel tax. In a half
century, 502 groups have joined the
GFTA family, and 92% of the 7,453 grants
awarded have been for general operating
support, to any nonprofit the best kind
of grant there is.
“That this money comes from the city
tells us San Francisco loves and supports
us,” says Barbara Heroux, artistic director
of Lamplighters Music Theatre, producing
Gilbert & Sullivan comic operas since 1952.
Lamplighters’ first GFTA grant was in
1962. That uninterrupted, 49-year support
from the city amazes Heroux, who’s been
with the company since 1974. “We have
to reapply every year, but we don’t have
to dance around and say we’re something
we’re not,” she says. “The grants say that
we’re interesting, that we’re doing good
work.”
Lamplighters presents 20 to 30 performances a year to a total audience of
about 17,000, about 60% of them tourists.
With a $1 million operating budget,
Lamplighters received $53,450 from
Grants for the Arts for 2011-12.
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Heidi Schweiker and Levi Toni perform Margaret Jenkins
Dance Company’s “Danger Orange” at Justin Herman
Plaza, 2004. PHOTO: BONNIE KAMIN

“The grants are for our season, and
that’s just so cool,” says Brenda Wong
Aoki of First Voice, the dance, theater and
storytelling organization she and husband
Mark Izu founded in 1995 with performances based on Asian American life
experiences.
“We’ll premiere a piece at home,” she
says, “then take it on the road nationally
— it’s so wonderful to say you’re an artist
sanctioned by the city.”
Funding fairly with tax dollars is a
complicated grantmaking process, difficult
to keep impartial and equitable, divisive
and negative if you don’t.
Peter Pastreich was Symphony executive director from 1978-99. He remembers
how impressed he was in 1977 when he
arrived in San Francisco from St. Louis
and heard about Grants for the Arts, then
the Publicity and Advertising Fund.
“Its long-term general support seemed
so enlightened to me,” says Pastreich, now
executive director of the highly respected

San Francisco Mime
Troupe presents Turandot
or the Whitewashers’
Congress, directed by
R.G. Davis, 1969.
PHOTO: S.F. MIME TROUPE

30-year-old Philharmonia Baroque
Orchestra, which performs baroque,
classical and early-Romantic music on
instruments appropriate to the period.
“Most of us looking for financial
support for our art constantly have to
come up with projects — we do it, of
course, and often we’re happy to be doing
it,” she says. “But what we struggle for is

Sean Orlando, Nathaniel
Taylor, David Shulman and
Alan Rorie created “Raygun
Gothic Rocketship,” Black
Rock Arts Foundation’s
2009-10 installation at Pier
14. The sculpture was first
exhibited at the 2009
Burning Man festival.
PHOTO: DAVID YU
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unrestricted funds, to open the door, to
promote ourselves, to pay staff.”
Philharmonia Baroque’s first grant from
GFTA was $15,000 in 1988. In 2010, its
budget of $3 million was supported by a
$105,700 grant.
“The city made an intelligent decision
50 years ago,” Pastreich says. “The hotel
owners, the supervisors, the mayors down
the years, the people who’ve run Grants
for the Arts — they’ve all recognized that
the arts are uniquely important to our
economy. And, as a result, we have a rich,
vibrant artistic life today.”
San Francisco’s reputation as an arts
haven is well-deserved. Besides
establishing the nation’s first Hotel Tax
Fund in 1961, first Neighborhood Arts
Program in 1967, first CETA arts program
in 1975, it outspends most other cities on
the arts, even in tough times.
In 2010, the Los Angeles Department of Cultural Affairs reported in its
Framework for Cultural Planning that San
Francisco, at $35.11 per capita, was the
top arts funder among four cities, far
outstripping L.A. at $7.88, San Jose at
$9.19 and New York, $17.39.

CHAPTER 1 … The First 25 Years
Christopher’s crusade:
Arts a surprisingly tough sell
ayor George Christopher had been
M
in office a month in 1956 when he
introduced his plan to plump up the city’s
coffers and primp for visitors by tacking a
5% tax to the hotel bills of those who
stayed fewer than 30 days. At that time,
San Francisco was spending a modest

In 1958, Mayor George
Christopher, left, admires
the sculptures of
Beniamino Bufano. It took
Christopher several years
to parlay his eye for the
arts into permanent
support for the city’s
creative community.
PHOTO: SAN FRANCISCO
HISTORY CENTER, SAN
FRANCISCO PUBLIC LIBRARY

$250,000 to promote itself as a tourist destination. The chief administrative officer
watched over the money, which supported
a handful of tourism organizations such as
the Convention and Visitors Bureau and
Chamber of Commerce with a little thrown
to cultural institutions like the Symphony
and Opera.
The estimated $1.5 million a year from
the hotel tax, Christopher announced,
would be used to improve convention
GRANTS FOR THE ARTS
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facilities and advertise the very attractions
that draw the world to San Francisco. The
hotel tax bounty would be earmarked for a
special fund that couldn’t be raided to pay
for potholes, police or other regular — or
even emergency — city needs.
Opposition to the mayor’s idea was
swift and vehement. Hotel and business
owners, labor leaders, the Chamber of
Commerce and the Convention and
Visitors Bureau branded the tax “unfair,”
“inhospitable,” “short-sighted,” “illadvised” and “unprincipled.” Two weeks
later, the plan was dead, killed by the
Board of Supervisors’ Finance Committee.
Christopher reintroduced the plan
several more times over the next four years
without success. Finally, after his reelection in 1960, he drafted a new hotel
tax ordinance that was rewritten, over and
over, trying to satisfy critics and ensure
passage by the supervisors.
Christopher added something new
this time: Funds would go not only to
promotional and tourism organizations
but also to the arts. Money was needed,
he told the San Francisco Examiner, “to
bolster a number of cultural activities,
such as the opera, symphony, and ballet . . .
to lure tourists here.”
The supervisors narrowly passed the
legislation, 6-5, on April 17, 1961. The
board changed some key points: The hotel
tax rate was lowered from 5% to 3%. The
money would be collected quarterly,
deposited into a new Hotel Tax Fund, and
anything left at fiscal year end would go
into the city’s general fund. A gamechanging early draft provision that called
for disbursing tax money “for the advancement of cultural and fine arts” was deleted
and replaced with “for publicity and
advertising” — a switch that left the fund’s
use undefined, generating debate that still
surfaces occasionally. Grants for the Arts
today uses the definition “Promoting the
City by Supporting the Arts” to bridge
that gap.

Erika Chong Shuch in "51802," the piece she developed in residence for
Intersection's 2007 The Prison Project. PHOTO: INTERSECTION FOR THE ARTS

Intersection for the Arts

“A risky experiment”

Intersection for the Arts for its 45 years has been an incubator for
thousands of artists in all disciplines, producing and presenting their
often controversial works and collaborating with them to get their art
in front of audiences.
Begun by an interdenominational Protestant group as a way to draw
in young people, Intersection used art to join secular social issues, such
as anti-Vietnam War sentiment, with spiritual messages in a series of
seedy locations. It held poetry readings by James Broughton and Allen
Ginsberg, showcased sexy dancers and far-out plays, gave Don Novello
and Robin Williams their first venues for stand-up comedy. Later,
Raymond Carver and Robert Pinsky read, Spalding Gray did
monologues, Marcus Shelby played jazz — and became an Intersection
resident.
“Intersection was a risky experiment when it started, always
associated with social change — and it was also risque,” says Deborah
Cullinan, executive director since 1996. “We’re still those things, and we
take pride in working with relevant artists who want to present material
that matters to people.”
Intersection faced “a near-death experience” in the mid-1990s as
the dot-com boom pushed out space-based operations, then again in
the mid-2000s when public and private funding dipped, Cullinan says.
Intersection, a GFTA grantee since 1971, was awarded $53,700 in 2011.
Today, Intersection is in a hot-cool new venue South of Market with
enough space for performances, a gallery and offices. It has nine resident
companies or resident artists, and is a fiscal sponsor for 120 nascent arts
groups and individuals.
Grants for the Arts and Intersection have grown up together,
Cullinan says. “It’s such a brilliant funding strategy, giving general
support and giving broadly in the community, that it’s become an
accepted part of the city’s vision.”

GRANTS FOR THE ARTS
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That culture can improve the local
economy, and public support of the arts
contributes to a community’s health and
vitality — these ideas were novel and
untested in the early 1960s. Here and
around the country, support for the arts
mostly came from wealthy patrons and
family foundations.
Zellerbach Family Fund, Wallace
A. Gerbode Foundation, Fleishhacker
Foundation and Columbia Foundation,
all established by wealthy San Francisco
families in the 1940s and ’50s, were making
grants only to the Opera, Symphony and
Ballet. In reality, few small arts groups
existed mid-century, and there were no
precedents for subsidizing arts groups of
any size with earmarked public money.
It was 1961 when the New York State
Council on the Arts funded an arts performance for the first time. The California
Arts Commission, later renamed the
California Arts Council, wasn’t established
until 1963, and the National Endowment
for the Arts not until 1965. San
Francisco’s Arts Commission, created by
the 1932 Charter, gave commissioners
authority over works of art and musical
performances on city property, but the
commissioners were appointed and the
supervisors had final say on their funding
recommendations.
Even today, nonprofit arts groups
throughout the nation get a good portion
of their support from the private sector —
31% in 2011, 4% of that from foundations,
according to Americans for the Arts, a 50year-old nonprofit. Only 9% of arts
revenue comes from public funding, with
4% from local governments; the remaining
60% comes from earned income. San
Francisco is close to the national averages
with two significant exceptions:
foundations provide 13% of arts support
and local government 17% — surely a
result of Grants for the Arts’ contribution.
San Francisco’s hotel tax brought in $1.1
million the first year, and the fund awarded
$553,000 in grants. The unspent $540,000
went into the general fund, a pattern that
continues, but with GFTA’s portion of

Hotel Tax Fund, decade by decade
1961
1971
1981
1991
2001
2011

Hotel tax collected
$1.1 million
$4.5 million
$35.1 million
$71.3 million
$125.4 million
$220 million

Allocated to P&A/GFTA
$553,000
$2.1 million
$3.2 million
$7.8 million
$13.3 million
$11.8 million

Source: Grants for the Arts and San Francisco Controller’s Office

revenues down from half to 5% today.
Slicing that early grants pie was hardly
controversial: A modest quarter of it went
to the San Francisco Opera, Symphony,
Ballet, Museum of Modern Art and four
much smaller “cultural” groups; the
majority went to the Convention and
Visitors Bureau, 17 tourism organizations
and four parades. The largest grant,
$120,000, was to Californians Inc., formed
in the 1900s to encourage people to move
to the state.
Funding decisions were made by
Sherman Duckel, the chief administrative
officer, a position created in the 1932
Charter and appointed by the mayor — for
life. Duckel thus had extensive autonomy
for the departments in his purview and he

“Dances for Non/Fictional
Bodies,” featuring Claire
Cunningham, right, and
Jess Curtis, left, premieres
at Yerba Buena Center for
the Arts in 2011.
PHOTO: SVEN HAGOLANI
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operated pretty much above politics.
Grantmaking advice came from a committee of 11 members — mostly business
and hotel owners — but he had the final
decision. The committee was led by
financier, former ambassador to Italy and
vintner James D. Zellerbach, chairman of
the Crown Zellerbach paper company board.
Duckel, who wanted to democratize
the funding, clashed with committee
members, who wished to reward only the
cultural cornerstones. In the fund’s second
year, Duckel pushed through funding for
the Lamplighters, Actors Workshop, Boys
Chorus and Ballet Celeste, all 10 years
old at least but no big-timers. The Boys
Chorus grant was $2,000; the Opera
got $75,000.
For three years, the advisory committee balked at adding newer, smaller arts
groups. Duckel pushed back. The grand
jury got involved, and, eventually, he
prevailed. The number of grants grew and
the size of awards rose. The piece of the
tax pie served to cultural, rather than
promotional, groups hovered around 20%.
When Duckel was succeeded in 1964 by a
new CAO, Thomas Mellon, appointed by
Mayor John Shelley, the fund had grown
to $1.2 million.

1964: Mellon’s reign
Mellon continued Duckel’s transformation of the Publicity and Advertising
Fund into an arts endowment while
maintaining the Hotel Tax Fund’s
mandate to use the levy on tourists to
promote the city as a whole. But Mellon,
whose reign lasted 12 years, had to deal
with a new schism: Balance funding
between major, mainstream groups and
smaller, emerging and often ethnic-specific
arts organizations that reflect the city’s
increasing diversity.

ODC

Neighborhood groups, espousing
grassroots arts and politics, were blossoming during the late 1960s and early
1970s. The Arts Commission responded
to their call for power and complaints
of elitism.
In 1967, the commission created a
groundbreaking Neighborhood Arts
Program to provide arts and technical
services to community organizations
through 10 cultural centers around San
Francisco. Six opened, and four remain
today.

“Like a miracle, we’re doing what we wanted to do from the start, just more of it”

When ODC, an institution in San Francisco’s dance followed five years later. In all, the campus has eight studios,
community, opened its new performing arts training center two performance venues and several office suites, a health
in 2005, it bequeathed its 30-year-old maple dance floor — clinic for dancers and 250 classes a week for tiny tots to
board by historic board — to Twin Space Continuum, a professional dancers.
nascent dance collective. Like an organ transplant for the
ODC’s $5.2 million operating budget reflects its success
dance world, the gift was typical of the collegial in a field where artists are typically fighting to survive, Way
collaboration among San Francisco companies and of says. “Our school is flourishing, and, most thrilling to me,
ODC’s generosity during its 40-year history.
and like a miracle, we’re doing what we wanted to do from
Oberlin Dance Collective was the 1971 brainchild of the start, just more of it.” But like all arts organizations,
Brenda Way and 20 artists who’d been pals at Oberlin ODC is feeling the pinch of the contracted economy, with
College in Ohio. Five years later, they moved West.
audiences down 15% and funding falling. “It’s more white“We came to San Francisco because of the P&A Fund’s knuckle than it’s been in a long time.” ODC’s 2011 award
existence — really. Its civic commitment to the arts was a from Grants for the Arts, $97,700, is less than it was 10
lure,” Way says. Many groups have made it because of the years ago.
fund, she adds. “That’s golden.”
The dance scene she found here was
“lively, free-wheeling, inventive,” with
numerous small companies, many critics
and great public conversations about
dance. Way had studied ballet with
George Balanchine as a teenager, but as
an adult and ODC leader, she made
strength, not delicacy, the company
style.
ODC built its own home facility in
1979, in the Mission District, the first
modern dance company in the country
to do so. Creating and rehearsing its own
world-class shows there, ODC opened
the space to neighborhood activities,
held seminars and taught dance.
Twenty-five years later and half a block
away, ODC built its 36,000-square-foot Dancers Vanessa Thiessen and Elizabeth Farotte Heenan in “Waving Not
ODC Dance Commons; renovation and Drowning (A Guide to Elegance),” which premiered in 2010 and was choreoexpansion of the original theater graphed by Brenda Way. PHOTO: STEVE DIBARTOLOMEO
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‘‘

What we struggle for is unrestricted funds, to open the door, to
promote ourselves, to pay staff.”
Peter Pastreich, executive director
Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra

Mellon answered the call, too, year
after year adding more small and mid-size
groups to the annual grants docket. By
1971, the $2.1 million fund, known
informally as the P&A Fund, was distributing $986,500 to 44 arts groups.
Though getting almost half of the hotel
tax allocation, the smaller groups loudly
campaigned for more. A coalition of 21
neighborhood and ethnic organizations
threatened to sue, claiming that their
grants were so small as to be useless.
They charged P&A with lack of public
accountability and of favoring the “Big 4”
— the Symphony, Opera, Ballet and
Museum of Modern Art, which, in fact,

Cultural Odyssey

did get 62% of that year’s allocations.
Ten years old, P&A was still operating
without guidelines, its community advisory
committee then defunct.
The neighborhood lawsuit never
materialized, but two years later, the San
Francisco Mime Troupe filed a class-action
suit against the city. The audacious, counterculture, public-park-performing troupe
had received two $1,000 grants when
Mellon first became CAO, then was
dropped from the docket after Rec and
Park objected to a too-bawdy performance.
The suit wasn’t settled until after Mellon
retired. (A 1976 Charter amendment
changed the CAO’s lifetime stay in office
to a 10-year term; a 1996 amendment
halved tenure to five years, renewable
for five more.)
The Mime Troupe was back on the
docket in 1977 — with a $10,000 grant —
and has remained there. In 2011, it
received $49,500.

“We’ve always been experimental”

Rhodessa Jones and Idris Ackamoor had been performing training the next generation of artists. “And we’ve always
outside the country — she in the experimental theater, dance been experimental,” he says, “always pushing the
and song scene, he as an avant-garde jazz musician — when boundaries, always seeing art as social activism rooted in
they were booked on the same bill in San Francisco in 1979. African American traditions.”
In the late 1980s, Jones began
He was pulling out of a rough personal
teaching theater classes to women
patch, he says, when he had the idea of
locked up in San Francisco County Jail,
combining jazz and dance.
and from that work she created The
“The interdisciplinary art was what
Medea Project. Her premise was that
saved me,” Ackamoor says. “I’d just had
guilt and self-loathing were prevalent in
an epiphany — NEA sent out a notice
incarcerated women, and that acting
suggesting jazz groups incorporate as
out the negativity could help reduce
nonprofits, like other arts groups.
recidivism. (No Medea participant has
Without it, they said, we were out of the
ever returned to jail.)
loop, shut out of a lot of funding.” He
“I love it here in San Francisco,”
founded Cultural Odyssey that year
Ackamoor says. “We’re the top of the ladand, in 1982, got his first P&A grant,
der. No place compares to its variety of
$1,500. Jones joined Ackamoor four
arts. And we’re rabble-rousers.” Ackamoor
years later, and they’ve been a team
sat on the city’s 1991 task force that
ever since. Cultural Odyssey’s 2011
created the Cultural Equity Fund.
grant was $34,800.
Of Grants for the Arts he says, “As
They premiere their original
productions locally, collaborate with Rhodessa Jones and Idris Ackamoor in “I long as you do good work, it will fund
other artists, tour, and for many years Think It’s Gonna Work Out Fine,” 1989. you consistently. You can’t pray for
offered free and low-cost workshops, PHOTO: LORRAINE CAPPARELL
something like that.”
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Mayor George Moscone,
left, and Chief Administrative Officer Roger Boas
view a model of Yerba
Buena Convention and
Exhibition Center, 1977.
PHOTO: SAN FRANCISCO
HISTORY CENTER, SAN
FRANCISCO PUBLIC LIBRARY

1976: Boas as boss
— brings in advisers
“I thought administering the P&A
would be a cinch,” says Roger Boas, recalling when he became chief administrative officer. Now 90, still outspoken, Boas
was a politically adroit, former two-term
supervisor in 1977 when Mayor George
Moscone named him CAO.
“What I remember best was that
Mellon and an assistant were pretty much
administering the fund by the seat of their
pants,” Boas says. “Right away, I started
getting letters from groups that weren’t
being funded, and I got jumpy.”
So he called in reinforcements. He
contacted childhood friend Ed Nathan,
executive director of the Zellerbach
Family Fund, who had just launched a
Community Arts Distribution Committee
for his foundation, to help him figure out
a way to democratize the grantmaking
process. Together, Boas and Nathan handpicked seven others who understood San
Francisco and its political and cultural
GRANTS FOR THE ARTS
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complexity. They became P&A’s first
advisory committee since 1964 when
Mellon took over as CAO.
One member was Tom Layton,
president of the Wallace Alexander
Gerbode Foundation, an early patron
of community arts.
“Roger came in under the Mime
Troupe suit and also problems with the
Gay Freedom Day Parade,” recalls Layton.
The parade organizers had been rejected
for P&A funding. “Roger wanted help,
and he was looking for ideas and cover.
It was an intense time — for six months,
the committee met with him every single
Wednesday in his office, and we were all
learning, especially Roger.”
Boas says he had met Harvey Milk
one night at the Opera — Milk was a
passionate opera-lover. “I liked him. I
heard he was seeking an appointment to
the Board of Supervisors, and also that
he was going to try to get me thrown out
as CAO because the P&A rejected the
Pride Parade application.”
Boas studied the group’s application,
conferred with his committee, then
decided to grant the parade $6,700.
(In 2010, the award for the annual Pride
Parade and celebration was up to $58,400,
about 3% of its budget.)
The advisory committee and Boas
spent their meetings hearing from outside
experts and community advocates about
how to best administer the fund. The
committee’s main task was to develop
formal grantmaking criteria. Tension
surrounding the funding of small vs. large
groups was palpable — the committee
had to satisfy competing community arts
groups as well as hotel and tourism
representatives. In Boas’ first year, the
Convention and Visitors Bureau got nearly
a third of P&A’s $3.9 million in grants.
“We knew we had to build consensus,”
Layton says, “so we invited the hotel
managers to meetings. They appreciated
that, and I think they finally kind of got it,
how the arts could affect tourism.”
Boas also remembers the meetings with
hotel reps as key because another of his

San Francisco Gay Men’s Chorus “Arts as a lifeline”
There still may be people around who see the arts as a luxury, but
Teddy Witherington, executive director of the San Francisco Gay Men’s
Chorus since 2006, doesn’t buy that. “I see the arts as a lifeline service,
engaging us with other people. I couldn’t get through a week without
hearing music, listening to songs, looking at a beautiful picture or building.”
The chorus, celebrating its 33rd year as the country’s first openly gay
vocal organization, was founded by Jon Reed Sims, who also founded
the Lesbian/Gay Freedom Band. The chorus’ first performance —
impromptu with 100 members — was Nov. 27, 1978, the day Mayor
George Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk were assassinated in their
offices at City Hall. The chorus’ first P&A grant was in 1982.
Chorus singers — 275 of them — are volunteers, and their numbers,
the highest in the organization’s history, contract or expand depending
on the venue size or kind of event. (During the worst of the AIDS
epidemic in the 1980s and ’90s, the chorus lost 250 singers.) A high point
came last year with Home for the Holidays: 240 singers on the Davies
Symphony Hall stage performing for a packed audience of 2,700-plus.
Witherington is doing some reorganizing now. “At any one time, we
might have 30-50 members on leave, and the singers have been getting
stretched,” he says. This season, he limited performances to eight local
concerts, six touring concerts and 16 or fewer appearances at other
groups’ events, down from 30. Most performances, classical to pop,
celebrate diversity and encourage acceptance — a great fit for Grants
for the Arts, he says. “It does a terrific job of pushing boundaries, creating
a beautiful circuit of principles: It funds the diversity that draws people
to the city. They spend money here and it improves the city even more.”
Witherington believes that choral music is a healthy art form today,
citing the “Glee” phenomenon as a factor why concert attendance is
up. Still, he says, choruses need to stay vigilant.
“We’re embracing social media as part of our audience development,” he says. “Many people today don’t want to sit in a large, dark
place for hours. So we take a ‘social media moment’ — go for three or
four songs and then encourage people to take out their mobile phones,
go to our site or tweet. They love it.” Concert subscriptions, previously
stagnant, are up 50%, Witherington says.

With Rev. Cecil Williams narrating, the chorus presents “Back to Our
Roots” at Masonic Auditorium in 1994. PHOTO: GAY MEN'S CHORUS
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jobs as CAO was to oversee construction
of a new convention center, a priority
project for hotel owners. “The hotel
managers were complaining to me about
the hotel tax,” he says. “I knew I had to
listen to them.”
Boas had to balance their desires with
his growing understanding of how to
enlarge the fund’s support of community
arts. Help, he says, came from Frank
Oppenheimer, whose science and art
museum, The Exploratorium, had opened
in 1969 and got its first P&A grant in 1972.
Oppenheimer wrote to Boas saying
he’d located his museum in San Francisco
exactly because city officials were so responsive, helping creativity thrive by nurturing
its link with tourism. P&A, he wrote, must
“attract people who live here [and] who
will want to create, build and improve the
specific attractions which then ultimately
entice visitors to come here.”
Today, more than half a million visit
the Exploratorium’s 475 interactive
exhibits, displays and artwork each year.
Its 2010 Grants for the Arts award was
$321,500, which is 1% of its budget.
“Frank sold me on giving more dough
to the newer, small groups,” Boas says.
Boas and his committee in 1977 came
up with 15 criteria that groups had to meet
to receive P&A funding. Within a year,
grant applications shot up from 165 to
230, and P&A launched and funded the
city’s — and the country’s — first Ethnic
Dance Festival.
“I think it was Ed Nathan who came
up with the idea for the festival as a way to
expand funding for multicultural dance,”
Layton recalls. “I remember we were all
blown away at the first auditions — how
professional these small groups were and
their amazing diversity.”
The 1978 festival, funded with a $22,000
P&A grant, featured 15 groups in three
performances in neighborhood cultural
centers before an audience totaling 1,800.
By 2011, the 16-day festival was showcasing
750 performers from 46 Bay Area companies
in professional venues to sold-out
audiences of 11,000. Another 5,000

Randall Denham, Katy
Hickman and Jeff
Thompson perform in
Eugene Ionesco’s The
Picture, directed by
Christina Augello, at
EXIT Theatre, 1989.
PHOTO: LAURIE GALLANT

people attended the four-day auditions of
3,500 artists from 120 companies.
Grants for the Arts’ funding for the
monthlong event — $202,000 in 2011 —
now is supplemented with support from
many sources; the total festival budget is
just over $1 million.
P&A’s upward trajectory continued in
1978 with workshops added for new applicants and Virginia Hubbell, a consultant
with nonprofit and philanthropy experience,
hired as the fund’s first administrator.
Midyear, the good times ended when
California voters passed Proposition 13,
which slashed property tax assessments,

1977 criteria for P&A funding















Primary program purpose is promotional or cultural
Makes San Francisco more attractive to visitors
Produces consistently high-quality work
Preserves the city’s cultural identity and makes it a more desirable
place to live
Adds to San Francisco’s reputation outside the city
Has a positive economic impact on the city
Is managerially sound
Has proven its prudent use of funding
Reaches a broad number of people
Has already established permanency and credibility
Percentage of request is appropriate to the project
Supports a policy of fair employment practice
Doesn’t duplicate similar efforts
Isn’t the primary responsibility of another government agency

Source: “The San Francisco Hotel Tax Fund: Twenty-Five Years of Innovative Funding”
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decimating San Francisco’s budget and
prompting a raid on the hotel tax.
The supervisors halved P&A’s portion
of the Hotel Tax Fund. P&A announced
it could distribute only $1.9 million to 70
groups, down from $3.9 million for 111
groups the previous year. But Mayor Moscone
persuaded the supervisors to supplement
P&A’s appropriation with $800,000-plus.
The interesting wrinkle was that the
supplement could go only to cultural
organizations, not parades or promotional
organizations — a clear commitment to
the arts even in the worst of times.
Erratic bottom lines have been a hallmark of the fund’s five decades. Supervisors
have raised the tax rate less often to keep
support for the arts steady than to filter
more money into the general fund or
special sub-funds. (From its original 3%,
the hotel tax jumped to 5% in 1967, 8% in
1978, 9.75% in 1980, 11% in 1987, 12% in
1993, then 14% in 1996. In 2010, voters
turned down a proposed 16% rate.)
Beginning in 1968, and for the next
16 years, more than half of the annual
hotel tax revenue went to Moscone Center,
the city’s top convention venue. (It still gets
a hefty hunk of the hotel tax: $34.1 million,
in 2011-12.) Other allocations went to maintain and renovate the smaller Brooks Hall
and Civic Auditorium, and to improve
Candlestick Park. In six years, P&A went
from primary beneficiary of the hotel tax
to being but one of several subfunds.
Another inroad occurred in 1982.
With the hotel tax rate at 9.75%, the
supervisors decided to lop 1.75% off for
the general fund. The remaining 8%
became the base for P&A and the other
sub-funds. That same year the supervisors
also agreed, for the first time, to set P&A
Fund’s take at 12% of hotel tax revenues,
and they separated out the Convention
and Visitors Bureau as a sub-fund.
Two years later, the P&A earmark
leapt to 17%. (That 17% has never been
officially rescinded, but as hotel tax
revenue grew over the years, the city has
taken more of it for the general fund.
Today, Grants for the Arts' percentage

Contemporary Jewish Museum

“The arts humanize a city, make us what we are”

Connie Wolf says she wakes up every day, goes to work
and still is in awe that the new museum she helped create is
open and thriving. Wolf became director and CEO of San
Francisco’s Contemporary Jewish Museum in 1999, a year
after architect Daniel Libeskind was hired to design a new
facility for the small, 15-year-old museum, which wasn’t
well-known outside the city.
In 2008, the 63,000-square-foot, architecturally sophisticated museum moved to the cluster of culture anchored by
SFMOMA and opened to kudos. Instantly, it became a
major San Francisco institution. “We really were transformed,” says Wolf, who helped raise $85 million for building
expenses, start-up costs and a $25 million endowment.
One of the most popular recent exhibitions, Wolf says,
was “From the New Yorker to Shrek: The Art of William
Steig,” original drawings, notebooks and sketchbooks, letters
and children’s books dummies. Another big draw was
“Chagall and the Artists of the Russian Jewish Theater,
1919-1949,” which included paintings, costumes and set
designs, posters, photographs, film clips and theater
ephemera. The most meaningful show, Wolf feels, was “As It
Is Written.” Over a year and using a hand-sharpened feather
quill, a professionally trained scribe wrote out the Torah’s
entire text, all 10,416 lines, in a museum gallery.
“This is such a great time for museums in the city,” she
says, pointing to the new de Young, Academy of Sciences,
the Museum of the African Diaspora and Asian Art
Museum, plus the SFMOMA expansion, Mexican Museum

and new Exploratorium on the horizon. “And having public
funding is fantastic — a recognition that the arts humanize
a city, make us what we are, make the city work for residents
and visitors.”
The Contemporary Jewish Museum, then known as the
Jewish Community Museum, got its first Grants for the Arts
funding, $20,000, in 1986. Its 2010 grant was $86,900.
“We know money is tight now,” Wolf says, “but all
support is important. It not only helps keep the lights on, it
reminds you of your obligation to be a resource, one of the
many voices of the city.”

Scribe Julie Seltzer writes out the Torah in Contemporary
Jewish Museum’s 2010 project “As It Is Written.”
PHOTO: BRUCE DAMONTE

of the revenue is 5%.)
Supervisors Louise Renne and Harry
Britt led the campaign for that increase.
Renne, a former deputy attorney general
in California who later became city
attorney, has vivid memories of that time.
“The arts community was a strong
advocate, of course,” she says, ”but also
Roger and Dianne (Feinstein, who became
mayor in 1978 after Moscone and Milk
were assassinated), and later Rudy
Nothenberg, CAO after Roger. They
played lead roles. They recognized the
importance of the arts and wanted to
protect the caring and vibrant arts community that had developed in the city.”
In 1984, Supervisor Renne also helped
create the Nonprofit Performing Arts
Loan Program, low-cost financing for
arts organizations with under $1 million
GRANTS FOR THE ARTS
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budgets that needed a leg up to acquire,
build out, or rehab theaters and other
performance spaces.
The 30-year-maximum, 3% interest
loans, for up to $200,000, at first were
administered by the Mayor’s Office of
Housing using federal revenue-sharing
funds augmented by $1 million from P&A.
Then, after 2005, supervisors transferred
administration of the program to P&A,
which the city felt had more expertise in
arts funding and knew more about the
community’s space needs.
At that point, the program had made
22 loans worth nearly $2.3 million, but
only a third had been fully repaid. P&A
forgave some loans, modified others and
made grants, not loans, to another five
groups. The program made its last grants
in 2009-10.

‘‘

Roger and Dianne … and Rudy … wanted to protect the caring
and vibrant arts community that had developed in the city.”
Louise Renne, San Francisco supervisor
and P&A supporter in the 1980s

1981: P&A Fund hires
soon-to-be leader
Boas’ tenure as CAO ended in 1986,
a 10-year period that brought growth,
stability and kudos to P&A. Asked 25
years later if he thinks San Francisco had
been visionary or simply fiscally smart
when it created the fund, Boas isn’t sure
but recalls the high praise from outsiders.
“There was a lunch at the de Young
Museum, some kind of an arts gathering,
with big shots from all around the country,”
he says. “I was introduced as head of the
P&A Fund, and it got a standing ovation.”
In early 1981, four years into his term,
Boas hired Kary Schulman to assist Pat
Dement, P&A administrator since 1979.
Hiring Schulman would solidify the fund’s

Dancers’ Group

operations — and reputation — for the
next three decades.
“Government work was the furthest
thing from my mind at that time,” says
Schulman, who’d just lost her job as
director of the CETA-funded Feedback
Productions, an umbrella organization for
Make-A-Circus and Talespinners.
“I understood community arts but I was
completely baffled by City Hall,” she says,
“I got a crash course in municipal politics.”
A year later, in 1982, Dement left and
Schulman became P&A administrator.
She hired Kim Fowler, who had nonprofit
experience and a background in theater,
as her assistant. Both of them, she recalls,
had to come up to speed fast.
“We were inventing as we went along,”
Schulman says. Though the fund was
operating smoothly, the City Hall
workplace was “a government office
and a little remote from the field.”
One change Schulman instituted
quickly was site visits so she and Fowler
could observe groups performing or
exhibiting their art — on their turf, not

“(Companies) have carved out their niche here and have a shared past”

“The dance community in San Francisco is healthy and forming spaces, and 10 times a year publishes In Dance
big, but we’re close — we’ve grown up together,” says Wayne magazine that features local performers and an events
calendar.
Hazzard, executive director and co“My favorites, of all the things we do,
founder of Dancers’ Group, whose
is giving away money,” Hazzard said,
programs have supported established as
himself a dancer. Dancers’ Group gives
well as up-and-coming dancers and
small general support grants to artists
companies since 1982. “Most of the
and companies, grants for theater rentals
major companies are 30, 40, 50 years old.
and lighting design, and, through its
They’ve carved out their niche here and
Parachute Fund, grants to dancers with
have a shared past.” And Grants for the
AIDS/HIV or other life-threatening
Arts has been “our lifeblood.”
Dancers’ Group presents free perillness.
Hazzard concedes that the economic
formances of well-known dancers such as
crisis has taken a big bite out the dance
Anna Halprin at venues around the city;
community’s viability — audience
noontime shows once a month in the
numbers are down, city funding is flat,
City Hall rotunda in collaboration with
private funding is dipping — but he’s not
World Arts West; with CounterPULSE,
discouraged. “Of all the art forms, dance
a monthly dance recital open to the
often has the smallest budgets to begin
public called 2nd Sundays. It serves as a
fiscal sponsor for 120 dance groups, Dancers perform “Spirit of Place,” by with,” he says. “Being leaner financially
maintains with Theatre Bay Area a Anna and Lawrence Halprin, at Stern makes it easier for us to adapt when the
searchable database of available per- Grove in 2009. PHOTO: KEGAN MARLING economy shifts down.”
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‘‘

If every city office was as well-informed about what they’re
overseeing as Grants for the Arts, I’d feel much better about
government.”
Melanie Beene, GFTA consultant,
Communities Initiative CEO

just on paper. Face to face, they could offer
help, encouragement and even some
hand-holding if needed. Grantees regularly
commend Schulman and her four-member
staff for that personal attention.
“Kary is tenacious,” says Carey Perloff,
American Conservatory Theater’s artistic
director since 1991. “Besides not letting
Grants for the Arts get dragged into politics,

Voluntary Arts Contribution Fund
Supervisor Louise Renne came up with the idea for a new P&A
program to supplement the hotel tax revenue, the Voluntary Arts
Contribution Fund. Since 1986, property owners have been able to
make a contribution of $5 or more, deductible on their tax return,
enabling the fund to grant more than $1 million to 364 arts groups for
venue upgrades.
“Theaters especially were going through a hard time bringing their
spaces up to code,” Renne says. “They didn’t have the donor base of
the Opera or Symphony, and I think this was a unique idea to help
them.”
Now distributed biennially, VACF in 2009 gave out $118,730 to 35
groups. Grants of up to $5,000 paid for repairing sprinkler systems,
replacing lighted exit signs, purchasing aerial rigging and much more.
“For us, everything depends on the show,” says Richard Livingston,
managing director of EXIT Theatre, which got its first VACF grant in
1988. “We used that money to buy our first professional lighting
equipment — which we’re still using. Before that we were using light
bulbs in coffee cans with home light switches.”
LEVYdance company used its 2009 VACF grant to upgrade its
South of Market studio and performance space to ADA standards,
including a ramp and accessible bathrooms.
“Before, it was a hurdle for many in our audience,” says Benjamin
Levy, artistic director of the nine-year-old company. “We’re committed
to equal access and so are all the other arts groups that use our space.
Our landlord didn’t have to do the work, and it’s hard to get grants for
this kind of capital need.”
Faithful Fools, a Tenderloin street ministry, was using shop lights
and bulky, uncomfortable old chairs for the literary events and visual
arts exhibitions it hosts regularly. Its 2009 VACF grant, says Carmen
Barsody, Faithful Fools co-founder, helped them buy track lighting, new
stackable chairs and a portable audio system “so our audiences, many
of them disabled, can really hear and see what we’re presenting.”
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she won’t let grantees get depressed when
things aren’t going so well.”
“Everything they do says Grants for
the Arts is interested in how you’re doing
what you’re doing,” says Wayne Hazzard,
executive director of Dancers’ Group.
“And they believe that your organization
ultimately knows what’s best for it.”
“They seem to be everyplace,” says
Brenda Way, one of the founders 40 years
ago of the Oberlin Dance Collective, now
ODC/Dance. “That’s why Grants for the
Arts is such a successful enterprise.”
Brenda Wong Aoki echoes Way: “I
think Kary’s seen me perform more than
my own agent.”
Advisory committee members also regularly attend arts events. Chuck Roppel,
a committee member for 23 years, was in
the Herbst Theater audience for FOG
Trio, a local group presented by Chamber
Music SF, a GFTA grantee since 2006.
In the audience, too, was Melanie
Beene, formerly a GFTA consultant and
now president and CEO of Community
Initiatives, a fiscal sponsor for 80 groups.
“Seeing Chuck there,” Beene says,
“made me realize that if every city office
was as well-informed about what they’re
overseeing as Grants for the Arts, I’d feel
much better about government.”
Beene says how Grants for the Arts
operates reflects San Francisco’s nature.
“The advisory committee is built in a way
that invites articulation of different points
of view and doesn’t try to protect itself
from controversy.”
Schulman insists the staff and their
advisers are just doing their jobs. “We are
public servants. Bureaucracy is not a dirty
word in this office. We try and make the
system work for the arts.”

Comedy Day

“Cradle of comedy on the Left Coast”

Since the early 1980s, more than a half-million people have trekked
to Golden Gate Park for Comedy Day, a free annual celebration of some
of the funniest comedians around. Many of them first played the gig as
newbies and later became huge — Whoopi Goldberg, Robin Williams,
Bobby Slayton, Don Novello, Pat Paulson — and have returned over
the years to share the stage with up-and-comers, in all more than 600
performers in 30 years.
Comedy Day is one of GFTA’s 23 grantees in the parade and events
category, most of them single-day ethnic or specialty celebrations, all
drawing huge numbers of tourists and residents. In 1961, the P&A Fund
put $44,000 into this category; 50 years later, its two dozen grantees got
$417,200. Comedy Day’s grant was one of the smallest, $5,300.
Comedy Day began “when comedy was burgeoning here and
everywhere,” says comedienne Debi Durst, the event’s organizer.
“People in San Francisco especially
needed to laugh” after the double
murders in City Hall and the
Jonestown slayings.
By the mid-1980s, the Bay
Area had eight comedy clubs and
so much was going on “you could
actually work,” Durst says. She was
in the thick of it, traveling from
venue to venue, especially to the
Holy City Zoo, which she calls
“THE clubhouse of the day.” She
and husband political satirist Will
Durst later bought the club; it
closed in 1993, but they still own
the trademark and logo.
“San Francisco is the cradle of
comedy on the Left Coast,” she
says, “with lots of new kids coming
Will Durst at the first Comedy
onto the scene. We call ourselves
Day, 1980. PHOTO: COMEDY DAY
circus people — we have no ego.
It’s like theater,” she says of comedy, “but you throw away all your
discipline.”
Comedy Day was sponsored for many years by the San Francisco
Chronicle. It became a nonprofit in 1984 and, says Durst, she got
“suckered into” being on the board of directors in 1986 and has since
cobbled it all together. Today, putting on the event is an all-volunteer
effort with a budget of about $30,000.
Comedy Day’s heyday in the mid-1980s drew as many as 50,000
with 80 comedians performing. Last year, 40 performed for about 3,000
people, still a respectable crowd. Like outdoor events everywhere, the
weather will have its way. “It drizzled,” Durst deadpans.
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Democratic grantmaking
and ‘informed subjectivity’
GFTA has established operating
procedures and, since the late-1970s,
regularly reviews its grantmaking criteria.
Groups must be at least three years old
and have an operating budget of at least
$35,000 before they can apply.
“To decide if a group is ready for our
funding, we gather as much objective information as we can, but there’s always room
for informed subjectivity,” Schulman says.
Even groups funded for 50 years must
submit an annual application. Their
eligibility depends on continuing to meet
criteria. If the application suggests that an
organization is beginning to waver — if its
deficit has grown, audience numbers have
fallen, leadership is erratic — Grants for
the Arts’ staff sit down with the group and
report results to the advisory committee.
An organization that seems on the verge
of faltering is watched carefully and, if things
get worse, it receives a letter of “general
concern.” No group has ever been cut off
without first getting a letter and lots of
follow-up discussions with GFTA staff, but
if they don’t make changes, their funding is
jeopardized. Grantees’ awards are cut 10%
if applications are incomplete or late. Get
docked three times, or be watched for three
years, and the group can be dropped.
Schulman says that in her 30 years, that’s
happened only a handful of times.
GFTA’s advisers meet five times a year
— four to make funding recommendations
and once in a retreat to evaluate procedures and discuss any new concerns that
are raised internally or from the public.
“Being on the advisory committee is
definitely behind-the-scenes work,” says
Chuck Roppel, who joined the committee
in 1988. A former director of the San
Francisco Mental Health Association,
Roppel says the committee brings an
objectivity to funding the arts that’s
essential. He remembers only three or
four appeals to grant decisions in almost
two decades, and attributes that to
GFTA staff’s even-handedness.

“Every year they bring us issues that are
in the gray territory and the first thing we do
is look at how we can help a group,” he says.
Roppel was asked to join the committee
by Charlene Harvey, a Boas appointee in
the early 1980s when she was the Management Center’s staff consultant to nonprofits. She knew Roppel from her time on
the Mental Health Association board.
“I think it’s important that none of us
on the fund advisory committee were
political appointments, and we didn’t have
agendas,” says Harvey, who chaired the
committee for 10 years. “The idea was that
we reflected the community — from my
career, I knew ‘this is how the arts work,’
but I was neutral.”
Though she’s been off the committee
for almost two decades, Harvey remembers
it clearly: “a well-managed fund that did its
work,” “a constant for arts groups, allowing
them to do their interesting work,” “a
funder that saw arts as an essential part of
the fabric of the community” and “hailed
as a national model.”
It’s still all of that, she says. “It’s a
beloved organization.”
Harvey was reappointed to the
committee by Nothenberg, who had
succeeded Boas as CAO. She stayed a few
more years, then left. “The committee
needed new leadership,” she says.

What GFTA won’t fund
 Individual artists
 Start-up money for a program not yet established
 Organizations whose primary purpose is to provide space,
technical assistance or support services to the arts
 Deficit reduction
 Activities taking place outside San Francisco
 Activities not available to the general public
 One-time-only projects or special events
 Benefits, fundraisers or national day celebrations
 Meals, lodging or transportation
 Film or video production
 Education and training activities
Source: Grants for the Arts
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Opening night of the 2010 Arab Film Festival at
the Castro Theater features Masquerade by Lyes
Salem, a satire about tradition and rebellion in an
Algerian family. PHOTO: ARAB FILM FESTIVAL

Berta Concha, a community
consultant, also was a Nothenberg
appointee. At the time, she was on the
mayor’s fiscal advisory committee, was
a YMCA board president and worked
for Arriba Juntos, a nonprofit whose
programs, from tax help with tax to job
fairs and ESL training, encourage selfsufficiency.

Gilbert Russak as Ko-Ko,
right, pleads with June
Wilkins, the formidable
Katisha, in the
Lamplighters’ production
of Gilbert and Sullivan’s
The Mikado, circa 1960.
PHOTO: LAMPLIGHTERS

“My interest in the committee
originally was to be an advocate for the
Spanish-speaking community,” Concha
said, “but overall, as advisers, our most
important function is to represent the
audience for the arts. I’m proud that
we exist, that the committee has been
purposefully kept devoid of ‘artsy’ types.
Because we’re not artists ourselves, we
have more awe about those we fund.
We have that gasp of appreciation.”
Like Concha, Paula Collins had no
reservations about joining the advisory
committee when Nothenberg asked. A
businesswoman who in 1988 founded

Precita Eyes founding
Executive Director Susan
Cervantes in 1998 brought
together 16 muralists,
including kids, to create
“The Culture of the
Crossroads” on the side of
a McDonald’s restaurant
in the Mission District.
PHOTO: SUSAN CERVANTES
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WDG Ventures, a real estate development
and investment firm, Collins was part of
the original development team for
Moscone Convention Center. Today,
among many memberships, she co-chairs
the board of Yerba Buena Center for the
Arts and is a trustee of the Studio
Museum in Harlem.
“It was always a pleasure to be on the
advisory committee,” recalls Collins, who
served for nine years. “It’s a well-run group
and a well-prepared organization — and
so nice, coming from my own company, to
be giving away money. Often the groups
applying to us were really small. Some just
needed light and water and they’d grow.
We could do that.”
Grants for the Arts, she says, has been
“seeding the neighborhood arts scene” for
years, first in the Yerba Buena Center area
and today in mid-Market. GFTA is one of
the lead city agencies using a $250,000
NEA grant to revitalize a five-block
stretch along Market Street and environs
by encouraging artists and art groups to
locate there.
Few cities in Collins’ experience have
such a respect for the arts — “I’ve seen
how artists usually get shipped out when
commerce comes in,” she says — or have a
public arts funder whose staff and committee protect and defend the arts so rigorously.

CHAPTER 2 … Years 26-49
1986: Nothenberg —
P&A Fund gets a new name
he P&A Fund was running
“T
smoothly when I came in, and
most of that had to do with Kary’s
Chief Administrative
Officer Rudy Nothenberg,
at work in the 1980s. The
city owns the Richard
Diebenkorn painting behind
him. “I was lucky to rescue
it and loved having it in
my office all those years,”
he says.
PHOTO: COURTESY
RUDY NOTHENBERG

performance as a manager,” recalls Rudy
Nothenberg, who picked up the CAO
reins from Roger Boas in 1986.
Nothenberg’s experience included 10 years
in Sacramento as top aide to thenAssemblyman Willie Brown, followed by
10 years as San Francisco budget manager
under Mayors Moscone and Feinstein.
Nothenberg says he still feels close
to the fund and its goals. The only
problems he remembers were the fund’s
“constrained resources” and
trying to provide “equity
between the smaller and
larger organizations. I think
the fund did its job well —
though you probably can’t
satisfy everybody.”
Boas’ re-establishment
of the Citizens Advisory
Committee was a turning
point in the fund’s development, Nothenberg says.
“It meant that decisions
had to be justified by
someone other than the
CAO, making the whole
process more transparent.
I made appointments to
the committee that would
broaden the demographic
and be more representative
of the community.”
Another turning point followed
Nothenberg’s appointment — a name
change to clarify the fund’s evolving
mission.
The P&A Hotel Tax Fund became
Grants for the Arts. Schulman says the
idea for a new name came from several
sources: “The Advisory Committee
thought it was time to change, though
Rudy was skeptical. But we were getting
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a higher profile outside the city, and
people thought we represented the hotel
industry.” The new name and logo,
designed pro bono by renowned industrial
design firm Walter Landor and Associates,
premiered in GFTA’s 1987 annual report.
Ten years later, Keilani Tom Design
refreshed the logo, still used today.
The mid-’80s were a fertile time for
the fund. GFTA’s decision in 1986 to
create San Francisco Arts Monthly, which
publishes a comprehensive list of the city’s
offerings for visitors and residents alike,
has become another Grants for the Arts
success story. In the late 1990s, the New
York Times agreed to take the monthly as
an insert for its Bay Area readers. Soon
after, the SFArts.org Website launched,
putting regularly updated city arts events
before an international audience; fully
funded by Grants for the Arts, the Website
has no advertising. Today, the arts listings
also are available as smart phone apps.
“None of this would exist without
Grants for the Arts,” says Betsy Crabtree,
Arts Monthly publisher and editor.
“Everything they do is forward-thinking.
They’re always looking for new ways to
advance the arts.”
During Nothenberg’s eight years as
CAO, Grants for the Arts’ distribution
grew from $5.9 million to $8.6 million,
and the number of groups funded rose
from 132 to 178, significant increases,
especially considering periodic setbacks.
The 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake
wreaked havoc on the city’s economy —
when tourism slumped, hotel tax revenue
and, consequently, the arts community
suffered. Hit hard were small performance
venues, many of them South of Market,
and American Conservatory Theater,
which had to scramble to relocate when
damage to its 80-year-old building shut it
down, a closure that lasted for seven years.
Grants for the Arts helped create the
Arts Recovery Fund, a mobilization of Bay
Area public and private funders organized

Queer Women of Color Media Arts Project
“Their own authentic stories”
“Funding has been a challenge since the beginning,” says Madeleine
Lim, who founded the Queer Women of Color Media Arts Project in
2000. “Some doors are just not open to us.”
Grants for the Arts’ door has been open to the project since 2007,
its first support for the annual Queer Women of Color Film Festival.
The event, which regularly draws standing-room-only audiences of
more than 2,000 over three days, is one of the Bay Area’s 50 film
festivals, a rich collection of visuals for the region’s increasingly diverse
population. From the first Queer Women of Color Film Festival — one
evening, eight films — it’s grown to 42 films, all by Bay Area filmmakers,
90% of whom learned their craft in the project’s training program. The
films, all shorts, run five to 20 minutes.
“The idea is to empower these women to tell their own authentic
stories,” says Lim, an award-winning filmmaker with 20 years experience
on the international film festival circuit. The training, which GFTA
doesn’t fund, is three hours a week for four months and is free for queer
women of color. They learn the basics: conceptualization, shooting,
editing and marketing. At least half go on to create more films.
Since the workshops were first offered in 2000, there’s always been
a waiting list, “which tells me there’s a need,” Lim says. She believes her
project is unique in the nation.
To fill that gap, the project makes available its archive of more than
200 films, distributing them to universities, festivals and arts and
community groups.

“Traditional Indigenous Values,” an 8-minute film directed by Ruth
Villasenor, premiered at the 2010 Queer Women of Color Film Festival.
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by Northern California Grantmakers.
Within four months of the earthquake, the
Recovery Fund had distributed most of its
$2.1 million to 90 arts organizations and
106 individual artists for losses ranging
from supplies to entire buildings. A hefty
half-million came to the fund as a
matching grant from the NEA; GFTA
contributed more than $75,000.
Grants for the Arts also responded to
the earthquake by holding community
meetings for affected arts groups and those
that could help. One outcome was a
request by arts organizations for help in
letting people know that, with a few
tragic exceptions, most groups returned
quickly to full functioning but needed
audience support.
“We took out full-page ads in the Pink
section of the Chronicle telling the public
that the arts stood ready to perform,
entertain, challenge and uplift during the
difficult post-earthquake time,” Schulman
recalls. The response was so great, GFTA
instituted twice-a-year meetings to bring
grantees together to share resources,
update each other and, when needed,
hear from experts and discuss emerging
problems.
Grants for the Arts also kept trying to
respond to the arts community’s non-crisis
needs. In 1988, it launched an $840,000
Bay Area Multicultural Arts Initiative
with the San Francisco Foundation and
the NEA’s Expansion Arts Program.
The grant recipients were five culturally
diverse, mid-size groups, two from
Oakland and three from San Francisco —
GFTA grantees Asian American Theater
Company, American Indian Contemporary
Arts and the Mexican Museum.
All five groups, whose proposals were
reviewed by a national panel, were established and on the cusp of gaining prominence but were not yet major national
institutions; the initiative’s goals were to
help them develop their artistry, visibility
and organizational stability, goals that the
groups reported had been met or exceeded.
Several also credited the project with
helping them survive after the earthquake.

“Without the initiative,” wrote Janeen
Antoine, American Indian Contemporary
Arts executive director, “we probably
wouldn’t be here. The funds provided
continuity, assisted with cash flow, and
allowed us the flexibility to do ‘trial and
error’ marketing.”
In 1989, Grants for the Arts helped
launch another effort: a $1 million pilot
Audience Development Initiative to see if
targeted funding and technical assistance
could help mid-size arts groups fill seats,
and, thus, increase their earned income.

Ethnic Dance Festival

“A cultural treasure”

The P&A Fund launched the Ethnic Dance Festival in 1978,
funding it entirely, then spun it off in 1981 to be independently
produced. The festival, now one of several programs of the nonprofit
World Arts West, is a monthlong showcase of the Bay Area’s ethnic and
cultural diversity — Lebanese bellydancing, Cuban rumba, carnival
dance from India, Mexican folklórico, Transylvanian folk dance,
Chinese dragon dance and much more, 75 cultural genres in all.
The festival, says Executive Director Julie Mushet, has had many
high points. Its first New York Times review in 2010 was right up there
— “a glorious achievement,” the reviewer said of the festival, “… one
of the finest of all American dreams: a setting where cultures can
celebrate their own traditions while honoring and applauding others.”
The auditions, 10 minutes for groups, five for soloists, are as much
a part of the festival as the performances. Over four days, thousands of
artists show their best to a panel of
eight dance experts; panelists choose
their top 20 performers, and their lists
are merged and ranked. In 2011, the
dance fest featured 46 companies and
750 dancers.
“There’s nothing like the festival
elsewhere in the country,” Mushet says.
“Here, the dancers are seen as a
cultural treasure, they dance indoors,
they’re paid and they’re treated like the
professionals they are. None of this
would have happened without Grants
for the Arts’ leadership and vision.”
The festival contributes, she says,
to
the
city’s reputation as a place that
Chuna McIntyre, one of the
truly
values
the arts. “The national
Nunamta Yup’ik Eskimo
Dance/USA
program
is coming here in
Singers and Dancers, performs
2012.
People
say
they
want to see our
at the 2011 Ethnic Dance
amazing
dance
community.”
Festival. PHOTO: RJ MUNA
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GFTA, Fleishhacker Foundation, Walter
and Elise Haas Fund and the Wallace A.
Gerbode Foundation collaborated on the
project. Fifteen groups, selected by a
national panel of arts and marketing
experts from among the four funders’
grantees, each received $21,000 a year
for three years.
The groups also got a series of
consultations with marketing and PR
professionals, and met with fellow
initiative grantees at workshops and
roundtables to learn successful promotion
strategies.
All that and the grantees’ growing
numbers, yet Grants for the Arts still
couldn’t satisfy everybody. GFTA came
under attack — again — for, according
to accusers, giving too much to the “Big 6”
(successor to the “Big 4”) — Symphony,
Opera, Ballet, Museum of Modern Art,
American Conservatory Theater and
the Exploratorium.
And, before that issue could be
resolved, a new problem emerged.
In the economically heady days just
before Loma Prieta, Grants for the Arts
had put $500,000 from its “unanticipated
events” fund in an ambitious $2.3 million
celebration of diversity in the arts,
scheduled for fall 1990. Anticipating the
coming millennium, it was called Festival
2000, and it turned into a financial
disaster.
The festival of mostly performances,
with some visual arts, opened on schedule.
Some groups got great audiences,
Schulman says, but the festival was a halfmillion in debt and bankrupt before it
ended. Pledged funding for the festival,
going well before the earthquake, came to
a standstill, and some pledges never
materialized.
Many participating arts groups lost
money, and the city and the state opened
investigations. But, between funds
recovered from the bankruptcy and some
from city sources, most organizations were
paid at least 75% of what had been
promised. Still, the damage was great.

“Some people warned us ahead of time,
and we didn’t listen,” Schulman says.
“There was a lot of blood on the carpet
and we took most of the blame. We came
under fire for giving money to Festival
2000 and then not keeping close enough
tabs on it. It was very humbling for us, but
we remained determined to try to find
ways to support the broadest possible
diversity of cultural activities. And we
learned an important lesson: Stick to our
mission — that is, support the work of arts
organizations, following their lead, and
don’t create organizations or projects.”
Nothenberg told Jesse Hamlin in a
1991 Chronicle story that Grants for the
Arts had put “too much confidence and
hope into a project that was fragile and
which had the potential for going bust. We
let it fly on the basis of hope and dreams
and probably too much so.”

Arts and Tourism Program
Mayor George Christopher’s creation of the Hotel Tax Fund five
decades ago marked the beginning of a symbiotic relationship between
the city’s cultural life and tourism. Successive city leaders have kept
that relationship vital by thinking unconventionally about how to
nurture it. One idea — the 1989 brainchild of CAO Rudy Nothenberg
— was an arts and tourism program supported by hotel tax dollars and
housed at the Convention and Visitors Bureau.
“My intent was to try to get some of the convention and casual
tourist business directed to arts organizations that weren’t already
nationally or internationally known,” he recalls. “We suggested that
CVB include advance information to conventioneers and other visitors
about those smaller organizations in addition to the big guys.”
Grants for the Arts today puts about $500,000 into the partnership
with the CVB, now called San Francisco Travel. The program, perhaps
the first such in the country, has a full-time staffer, submits articles to
key, out-of-town media outlets, hosts free PR seminars for the arts
community, supports Arts Monthly, and reaches out to travel
professionals and tourists — all to encourage cultural tourism, a concept
that has spread nationwide.
“We’ll market arts events to our 350,000 Facebook friends and
through our 100,000-member electronic newsletter,” says Joe
D’Alessandro, S.F. Travel’s president and CEO. “We want to expose
influential travel people to our arts.”
For the five-day 2011 International Pow Wow in May, the Arts
and Tourism Program showcased 50 arts groups at venues citywide
where the 5,000 travel conventioneers were assembling for business
or pleasure.
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1991: Cultural Affairs
Task Force
One outcome of the festival fiasco
was that in 1991 the Board of Supervisors
created a Cultural Affairs Task Force.
Its 27 members were to represent a crosssection of the arts community — by
discipline, ethnicity, gender and sexual
orientation, small to large groups,
individual artists, and public and private
arts funders. Their charge was to review
all of the city’s arts funding that, the
board’s resolution declared, had “little
coordination of efforts and few mechanisms for public input or oversight” among
the 23 city departments or agencies with
some hand in arts matters.
Christina Augello, artistic director
and co-founder in 1983 of EXIT Theatre,
a longtime GFTA grantee, says she was
invited to represent small arts groups.
(From its modest beginnings, EXIT today
commissions, develops and produces indie
plays in its four Tenderloin venues, and
hosts 600 performances annually, including
the 12-day San Francisco Fringe Festival.)

In 1963, Music Director Josef Krips conducts the
San Francisco Symphony, which celebrated its
100th anniversary in 2011. PHOTO: DONALD JONES

Fresh Meat Productions

“Universal human themes”

Fresh Meat Productions’ four dancers and a vocalist fuse modern
dance, text and theater year-round in a March home season, on tour
and at its 14-year-old, three-day annual festival.
“All our work uses the experience of transgender and queer people
to express universal human themes,” says Artistic Director Sean Dorsey.
“For so many years, there was zero support for transgender artists — it
was all about drag and amateur productions. We’re presenting worldclass work, probably the only ones in the country doing it with trans
and queer artists.”
Grants for the Arts’ first grant to Fresh Meat, $6,100, was in 2006.
The affirmation, support and legitimacy that Grants for the Arts gives
its grantees is as important as
the money, Dorsey says. It’s
“part of the city’s fabric, a smart,
judicious program, a tenacious
champion of the arts, and a
dedicated, renewable source of
support for historically underrepresented programs like
ours.”
Singer-songwriter Shawna
Virago, who performed in Fresh
Meat’s 2010 festival, told the
San Francisco Chronicle that the
festival was “still the only place
I get to perform where my
gender isn’t the first thing
people notice on stage. Instead,
my art and performance is.”
Fresh Meat dancers, from left, Brian
Fresh Meat got its first city
Fisher, Nol Simonse, Sean Dorsey and
Juan De La Rosa collaborate with the funding from a Cultural Equity
grant that the Arts Commission
Queer Cultural Center to produce
awards to projects “whose pres“The Secret History of Love,” 2011.
PHOTO: LYDIA DANILLER
entation benefits or interests the
community at large or specific
segments of the San Francisco community.” This grant paved the way
for a competitive application to GFTA.
Grants for the Arts’ initial award to Fresh Meat came at a time
when hotel tax funding hadn’t yet gone south. By 2011, the GFTA grant
had risen to just $9,050, far below GFTA’s goal of giving 15% to
organizations with budgets under $350,000. Funding from other sources
also is down, Dorsey says.
“Yes, we’ve had to tighten our belts, but we’re blessed with a core
of individual donors and strong volunteers, plus being a transgender
queer nonprofit, we’re really resourceful.”
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“The task force met for a year, all of
us once a month with committee meetings
in between,” Augello says. “One of the
best things was the variety of folks — we
would never have been in the same room
together otherwise — big, small, rich,
poor, influential and struggling.”
The eventual 145-page report,
published in October 1992, laid out 10
task force recommendations for how the
city could create a “united, mutually
supportive arts community,” even when
revenues are scarce. The recommendations must have been hard-won: Page
two of the report notes that the task force
grew from 27 members to “an unwieldy,
quarrelsome body of 59 people representing all the competing, often hostile
sectors of San Francisco’s arts scene.”
Augello doesn’t recall how deeply the
divisiveness penetrated the meetings.
“I do remember not wanting to compromise on what I thought were important
issues regarding small arts groups,” she
says, “and was told by someone I respect
that compromise was the only way to get
things done.”
Whether the city needed two discrete
public arts funders, Grants for the Arts
and the Arts Commission, was part of the
task force discussions. The group began its
work “with several hotly contested
questions on the table — or more
precisely, under the table,” according to
the report. The first was whether
city arts funds should be “radically
redistributed” from GFTA to the Arts
Commission. Another was whether the
commission then should be reconstituted
into a new Department of Cultural Affairs.
In the end, the recommended redistribution was minimal and the idea for a new
department shelved. Grants for the Arts
maintained its progressive formula in
which smaller groups receive larger percentages of their annual budget in a
graduated funding curve; it transferred
half of the unanticipated events fund to
new programs, and it agreed to make
public any meetings in which the advisory
committee discusses first-time applicants,

‘‘

Everything [Grants for the Arts does] is forward-thinking.
They’re always looking for new ways to advance the arts.”
Betsy Crabtree, Arts Monthly
publisher and editor

hears appeals or adopts policy.
Another recommendation was that the
city establish a new program, a Cultural
Equity Endowment, administered by the
Arts Commission and supported in part by
a small percentage of Hotel Tax Fund
revenues. The endowment would fund arts
initiatives that reflect the city’s multicultural nature, including commissions to
individual artists, support small and midsize groups’ projects and help them with
facilities acquisition.

American Conservatory Theater

Today, the Cultural Equity program
makes grants in eight categories. Peer
panels of artists, art administrators, other
arts funders and leaders of social service
agencies review the applications and send
recommendations to the Arts Commission
for final approval. Since its first year of
funding, 1995, the program has awarded
more than 1,800 grants totaling $27 million.
The post-task force changes quieted
critics temporarily. But when Bill Lee was
replacing Nothenberg as CAO, in 1995,
accusations about too much GFTA money
going to the Big 6 erupted again.
Schulman responded that major arts
groups got substantial funding because
they were responsible for more than 70%
of the city’s arts and economic activity but
by the mid-’90s received less than 40% of

“San Francisco audiences always meet us halfway”

When Carey Perloff became artistic director 20 years
ago, she immediately had to help raise $31 million to rebuild
A.C.T’s theater, damaged in the 1989 Loma Prieta
earthquake.
“Discovering Grants for the Arts was one of the first
things that gave me hope for A.C.T. when I came here from
New York,” she says. “It is so logical and so visionary.”
GFTA helped with rebuilding the theater through the
Arts Recovery Fund in addition to continuing the general
support grants that had begun in 1967, the year after A.C.T.
moved here from Pittsburgh, becoming the city’s first yearround resident theater company.
San Francisco’s arts community doesn’t have the
corporate support base of other cities and no longer gets
much from the state, Perloff points out. “But the city also
has remarkable family foundations, other private funders
and lots of individuals who support the arts.” It was an
informal but influential group of Bay Area patrons and
supporters who in 1966 guaranteed financial backing for
A.C.T.’s first six-month season here.
Perloff says the city’s theater scene is much healthier
today than when she arrived. Mid-size companies then had
all but disappeared but are starting to come back. There’s
“less grumbling now and more collaboration between groups
of all sizes,” she says. Also, students in A.C.T.’s MFA
program go on to “seed” smaller companies, keeping the
pool of theater artists vital.
Then, too, San Francisco audiences are the best, she
says. “They watch differently and they’re literate — they

revere [playwright Tom] Stoppard’s work. They don’t need
a linear narrative and they always meet us halfway.”
That’s good because developing a strong theater is a
long process, Perloff says. “You don’t get good overnight.
Often, you’re only as good as your last hit. That’s where
Grants for the Arts’ uniqueness comes in — it makes longterm commitments and is willing to take risks as groups
grow. It’s remarkable.”

A.C.T. founding Artistic Director William Ball, left, and
Mortimer Fleishhacker, who helped secure A.C.T.’s residency
at the Geary Theater, put up a sign announcing its new
home, 1967.
PHOTO: GANSLEN STUDIOS, SAN FRANCISCO HISTORY CENTER,
SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC LIBRARY
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SFJazz

“[Grants for the Arts is] the mother’s milk of the arts”

“It’s pretty simple — we simply wouldn’t exist if it
weren’t for Grants for the Arts,” says Randall Kline, founder
and executive artistic director of SFJazz. “It’s the mother’s
milk of the arts.”
Back in 1983, GFTA was able to award discretionary
grants midyear, and SFJazz got $10,000 for Jazz in the City
— its first jazz festival, two nights, eight performing groups.
The idea had been gestating for about a year, Kline says.
“Then we realized that if we didn’t want to be just a shot in
the dark, we had to become a real nonprofit.” It used a fiscal
sponsor for a year while it got its act together.
Today, SFJazz has a budget of $6.5 million and presents
120 concerts year-round of the world’s best performers —
“Guitar gods to hip-bop. Keyboard wizardry to 13th century
vocals. Brazil to Cuba, New Orleans and the Siberian
steppe,” says its promo. In May 2011, the organization broke
ground on a 35,000-square-foot building that will house its
offices, a digital lab, cafe, 700-seat theater, and 80-seat space
for small performances, rehearsals, lectures and classes.
When it opens in 2012, it will be only the second site in the
country, after New York’s Jazz at Lincoln Center,
permanently dedicated to jazz.
Kline has been around long enough to see a change in
the jazz scene, “but not really for the better,” he says. “In
the early 1980s, there were dozens of clubs in the Bay Area,

it was vibrant and the artists could afford to live here. There
were tiers, levels, of clubs and artists could work up the
ladder.”
Kline is betting that his building can focus the public’s
interest and revive some of the vibrancy. In 2010, SFJazz
sold 50,000 tickets to its spring concerts and annual festival.

Legendary saxophonist Sonny Rollins plays SFJazz’s 10th
anniversary festival in 1992. PHOTO: SFJAZZ

total funds. Also, over the previous few
years, GFTA had been moving toward
more progressive funding goals.
“Since the 1980s, the proportions have
directly reversed,” Schulman told an
Examiner reporter in 1995. “The ethic
behind the change is to give meaningful
sustaining support to the bigger institu-

Funding formula
To determine awards, Grants for the Arts uses these guidelines, based
on a group’s most recently complete fiscal year budget.

 Organizations with budgets of less than $350,000
 Budgets of more than $350,000 but less than $750,000
 Budgets of more than $750,000 but less than $1 million
 Budgets of more than $1 million but less than $3 million
 Budgets of more than $3 million but less than $10 million
 Budgets of more than $10 million: meaningful sustaining
funds, no set percentage

15%
10%
8%
6%
5%

Source: Grants for the Arts
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tions in recognition of what they do, and
to provide a kind of springboard to the
smaller groups.”
The goal of GFTA then, as today, was
to give smaller arts groups a larger
percentage of their operating budgets and
larger groups a smaller percentage of
theirs. In 1996, Grants for the Arts hired
Melanie Beene to formally evaluate
GFTA’s policies and procedures.
Beene, an arts management consultant with experience as a development
director, foundation program officer, board
member and volunteer with nonprofit
organizations throughout the country,
reviewed organizational materials,
interviewed 20 grantees in person, and
surveyed by confidential questionnaire all
grantees and rejected applicants going
back five years.
She found that most grantees were
“satisfied” with GFTA’s operations, though
a “small, but very persistent group

CounterPULSE

“R&D for the local arts world”

CounterPULSE, which provides a 90-seat venue and resources for
emerging artists, has spent the last six years filling — and almost
outgrowing — its location South of Market.
“The space is being used 100 hours a week, and last year 4,000
artists performed, rehearsed or took classes there,” says Jessica Robinson
Love, executive director of CounterPULSE, a merger of 848
Community Space and the Bay Area Center of Art and Technology.
“Ten years ago, our goal was to just pay the rent. Now, we can focus on
programs, meeting community needs and nurturing experimentation.”
CounterPULSE sees itself as
“R&D for the local arts world,”
she says, and almost every performance is a premiere. It also
co-produces in larger venues,
like Yerba Buena Center, with
other organizations.
Artists who rent the space
— for $600 a night, with the
actual cost of $1,200 subsidized
by CounterPULSE’s $28,850
GFTA grant — self-produce,
but for their rent they also
get technical support, help with
press releases and other
services.
“There are a lot of great
things about Grants for the
Arts, but the best is its general
Amara Tabor-Smith takes the stage
operating support. They trust us
in “Our Daily Bread,” a 2011
to use the money where it’s
presentation of CounterPULSE.
most needed,” Love says. “It’s a
PHOTO: ANA TERESA FERNANDEZ
model that works, and we’re so
lucky it does.”
Other CounterPULSE programs include fiscal sponsorship for 40
projects and a six-week Boot Camp for Artists where Love teaches
participants how to kick-start their careers. It always has a waiting list,
she says. Her favorite program is Performing Diaspora — an annual
festival with artists in residency, commissioned pieces and a symposium
for dancers, musicians, actors and interdisciplinary artists.
In 2010, festival participant Charlotte Moraga, a North Indian
kathak dancer, told the San Francisco Chronicle that being part of
Performing Diaspora takes her out of her “usual community of dancers,”
and the project “opens up new avenues for art, and kathak is about
relationships.”
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continues to voice complaint,” mostly
about the fairness of funding distribution.
Beene points out that the dissenters
wanted Grants for the Arts to have a
different mission and purpose. The critics
“project onto GFTA their own needs and
desires . . . and then judge the fund as
wanting” when it doesn’t meet those
needs, Beene wrote.
One of her recommendations for
satisfying grantees was to “align practice
and policy” in funding . . . by gradually
moving toward a more systematic formula
for funding” — a sliding scale of grants
based solely on operating budget. GFTA
chose this as the most equitable solution.
The scale is based on funding goals
ranging from at least 15% of small
organizations’ budgets — under $350,000
— to 2.5% of the largest groups’ budgets,
up to $10 million, with no set percentages
but “meaningful support” for those over
$10 million. San Francisco Opera got
2010’s biggest grant, $653,500, 1% of its
$65.2 million operating budget. The
Symphony got the next largest grant,
$626,100, also roughly 1%.
“Today, there’s an unfortunate
discrepancy between our goals and the
revenues we have to distribute,” Schulman
says. “In 2005 or so, we were really close to
meeting those goals. Now, we’d need two
or three million more to meet them;
without that, we may have to adjust the
goals.” A group with a $500,000 budget,
for example, should get 10% from Grants
for the Arts but may be stuck at a smaller
percentage because of a flat hotel tax
allocation.
Schulman says GFTA will continue to
operate on the premise that grants should
be large enough to make a difference, but
not so much to create dependency.

2005: New task force
calls for restructuring
The idea of merging the city’s two
major arts funders surfaced again in 2004.
Tourism had taken a profound hit after
9/11, and hotels, entertainment and the
general economy still were struggling three
years later. To offset a projected $300
million city budget deficit that year, Mayor
Gavin Newsom floated the idea of
combining the Arts Commission and
Grants for the Arts.
The arts community — already galvanized by the 94% cut California Arts
Council suffered the previous year —
rallied against the merger at public
hearings and in print.
“This is a moment of financial crisis for
city government,” wrote Brad Erickson,
executive director of Theatre Bay Area, in
a Chronicle op-ed piece. “Managerially, the
merger might make sense … [but] savings
can be achieved without merging them.”

Robert Moses Kin dancers
Natasha Johnson and
Brendan Barthel premiere
“Fable and Faith,”
February 2011 at Yerba
Buena Center for the Arts.
PHOTO: RJ MUNA
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The two agencies are complementary
but distinct, Erikson wrote, the Arts
Commission working under a political
appointee and GFTA managing to
“remain above the fray of politics,” but
both “vital” to the city’s arts community.
The mayor backed down, temporarily.
GFTA cut 25%, $1.5 million, from its
grants, most of it from the Big 6. But
within four months, the Board of
Supervisors, led by Supervisor Tom
Ammiano, pushed through a resolution
to create a new Arts Task Force to revisit
restructuring arts funding.
The resolution began, “Whereas San
Francisco has a significant arts industry
with an estimated annual economic
impact of $1.4 billion …” The task force
was charged with recommending “whether
and how” to restructure public funding to
stabilize arts organizations in the diverse
neighborhoods, create jobs in the arts
sector, and help artists find affordable
housing and work spaces.

Brenda Aoki and Mark Izu
collaborate on “Return of
the Sun,” a dance drama
based on the Japanese
legend of the Sun Goddess,
commissioned for the 2009
Ethnic Dance Festival.
PHOTO: RJ MUNA

The 21 voting members of the task
force — 10 from nonprofit arts organizations and one each from the 11 supervisors’
districts — were joined by 13 nonvoting
members, reps from city arts agencies and
one from the San Francisco Foundation,
Program Officer John Killacky. The
“whether” part of the task force’s civic
charge seemed a foregone conclusion; the
“how” was still up for grabs.
The task force met fortnightly for eight
months, beginning in April 2005, and published its report a year later. Most but not
all members supported creating a Department of Arts and Culture that would
incorporate all Grants for the Arts and
Arts Commission functions. And, to be
the eyes and ears of the mayor and supervisors, a new Arts Planning Council would
be created to advise them about the arts.
Two other recommendations stood out
for their boldness: Move the Cultural
Equity Grants to GFTA’s purview and
restore Hotel Tax Fund revenues that were
being increasingly diverted to the general
fund. Neither suggestion was followed. In
2004-05, the general fund got $84.6
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million, GFTA $13 million; the following
year, GFTA got the same but the general
fund’s allocation skyrocketed to $106.5
million. And the Cultural Equity Grants
stayed with the Arts Commission.
The emotional tenor of task force
discussions can be teased out from the
meeting minutes. At one, where restructuring was Topic A, Schulman voiced
“strenuous objections to changing
oversight of GFTA from the City Administrator to a Department of Culture,” on the
grounds that it would inject more partisan
politics into the process and inevitably
weaken support for the private nonprofits
when funds were tight.
Schulman maintained then, as today,
that Grants for the Arts works hard to
support groups that truly represent the
city’s culturally pluralistic nature, for
example advocating for more representative boards of directors for its grantees.
“Some elected officials were concerned
about the need for large organizations’
boards of directors to better reflect the
city’s diversity,” Schulman recalls. “We
agreed, and encouraged all our grantees,
especially the large groups, to diversify

John Killacky, former GFTA advisory committee
member: “There’s always the question where the
money is going.”
PHOTO: SAN FRANCISCO FOUNDATION

‘‘

Grants for the Arts takes the charge of cultural pluralism
seriously. As city politics and demographics have changed the
agency remains responsive and resilient.”
John Killacky, former Advisory
Committee member

San Francisco Ballet’s Sally
Bailey, Roderick Drew and
Michael Smuin perform in
Lew Christensen’s “Original
Sin,” 1961. The ballet
featured a score by John
Lewis and the Modern Jazz
Quartet and a libretto by
Beat poet Kenneth Rexroth.
PHOTO:
SAN FRANCISCO BALLET

their boards. They all took that as a
mandate and made efforts to make those
changes, though this remains an ongoing
challenge.”
Roppel today remembers the 2006 Task
Force meetings mostly as an occasion for
better coordination and communication
between Grants for the Arts and the Arts
Commission, though he still believes in
the separation.
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Staff of 39 arts organizations — mostly
mid-size to large — published “Another
View of the Arts Task Force Recommendations.” They “strongly disagreed” with the
call for a new arts and culture department
and planning council, claiming the move
would complicate rather than streamline
arts funding and wouldn’t make the arts
any more accessible to the public.
Dismantling Grants for the Arts,
especially, would threaten a stable funding
source for hundreds of groups, they said,
and the planning council would merely
invite conflicts of interest.
The upshot of the 2005 Arts Task
Force was that little changed.
Schulman still believes keeping the
city’s two main arts funders separate is
good for San Francisco. “We are collegial,”
she says. “Often, groups get a few years’
support from the Arts Commission and
that prepares them for our long-term
funding. Together, arts groups get a variety
of funding that keeps the city’s culture
thriving. Also, San Francisco is a city and
a county with the same geographic
boundaries. Having an Arts Commission
with funding resources and Grants for the
Arts with funding resources for different
purposes gives arts groups equal access
to varied resources as groups that have
a city funding option and a county
funding option.”
“Watching Kary and her staff take on
the issue of parity and equity [in funding]
was a real education for me,” says Killacky,
who spent seven years at The San
Francisco Foundation after six years as
executive director of Yerba Buena Center
for the Arts; for eight years before that he
was curator of performing arts for the
Walker Art Center in Minneapolis. “If you
read the task force’s report, you can see
what a slippery slope it is to make decisions about arts funding. With so many
culturally specific groups in trouble then
— and they still are today — there’s
always the question of where the money
is going.”
Killacky joined the GFTA advisory
committee in 2006 at Schulman’s request

‘‘

I can’t fathom being without Grants for the Arts. Everybody
can’t get enough of it.”
San Francisco Mayor Ed Lee

and remained a member until he moved
to Vermont last year. “Grants for the Arts
takes the charge of cultural pluralism
seriously. As city politics and demographics have changed, the agency
remains responsive and resilient.”
One change occurred in 1996. A
Charter amendment, initiated by Mayor
Willie Brown, retained the idea of the
mayor appointing the CAO, subject to
supervisors’ approval, but changed the title
to city administrator and cut the term
from 10 years to five, with a five-year
option — tying the position more tightly
to the mayor and, therefore, to politics.
“In practice, it’s meant barely any
change at all for Grants for the Arts,” says
Schulman, who doesn’t think the office
has been politicized by the change. The
organizational structure works and “all the

St. Mary's Chinese School
marches in the Chinese
New Years Parade, which
originated in the 1860s
during the Gold Rush
and is North America’s
largest Asian event.
PHOTO: KNIGHT LIGHTS
PHOTOGRAPHY
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mayors, chief administrative officers and
city administrators I’ve worked under have
been stalwart in their support of the arts
even in difficult times,” she says.
Mayor Ed Lee was city administrator
from 2005 to 2010, and had just been
reinstalled for another five years when
Mayor Newsom was elected lieutenant
governor. The supervisors voted in Lee
to finish Newsom’s term, and in 2011 he
was elected to a four-year term.
“Grants for the Arts is not a luxury
in this city,” says Lee, whose city jobs
since 1989 have included Human Rights
Commission executive director, Purchasing
director and head of Public Works.
“As city administrator and now mayor,
I can’t fathom being without Grants for
the Arts,” Lee says. “Everybody can’t get
enough of it — and a lot of that is Kary
and her exceptional leadership. Plus she’s
kept her excitement about the arts and the
city’s diversity. She says to grantees, ‘Show
us your culture.’ They do, and that makes
the city an attractive, interesting place to
live and visit.”

1970s advisers to CAO
Roger Boas — the late Ed
Nathan, Zellerbach Family
Fund executive director,
left, and Tom Layton,
executive director of
Wallace A. Gerbode
Foundation — helped
shape the P&A Fund.

GFTA and the private
arts funders
Grants for the Arts may be the city’s
premier arts funder, but its work has been
closely tied with private philanthropy since
the mid-1970s, when CAO Roger Boas
enlisted foundation leaders to help him
bring the P&A Fund into line with the
community’s expectations. That
collaborative relationship has grown.
GFTA is a member of the Arts Loan
Fund with 18 other public and private Bay
Area funders. A program of the Northern
California Grantmakers, the fund was
created to give quick-turnaround, low-cost
help to small and mid-size Bay Area arts
groups struggling with cash flow. It has made
1,200 loans totaling $15.7 million since 1981.
“Grants for the Arts makes a payment
of $25,000 every three years to be part of
the Arts Loan Fund, almost like dues,”
Schulman says. “The meetings are very
useful for me — all that networking and
resource-sharing — and the fund has
really helped cushion our reimbursement
function.”
GFTA pays out its grants as reimbursements to ensure grantee accountability for
city dollars. Reimbursements are made
with an eye toward helping the little guy:
Grantees submit requests according to
their grant amount; those below $15,000
can be claimed all at once as soon as
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grants are announced, grants up to
$50,000 in the first two quarters and
grants above $50,000 once per quarter.
The Walter and Elise Haas Fund is
represented on the Arts Loan Fund by
Frances Phillips. She directs Haas’ arts
grantmaking as well as its Creative Work
Fund, which Haas and several other
private funders have supported since
1994 with awards totaling $8 million to
individual artists and the community
groups they collaborate with.
“In my 30 years in and around arts, the
biggest change I’ve seen is the increasing
curiosity and energy to reflect the city’s
cultural diversity,” says Phillips, former
director of San Francisco State University’s Poetry Center and Intersection for
the Arts before joining Haas.
Grants for the Arts is “tolerant of arts
groups that fall on bad times,” she says.
“Groups know they can count on getting a
grant, which is incredibly powerful. That
long-term general support astonishes
people from other parts of the country.”
In 2007, Grants for the Arts and The
San Francisco Foundation collaborated
on a Best Practices Series. The five free
sessions developed by a committee of
17 artists and arts administrators drew
hundreds of their peers to discussions
about the shifting media landscape, how
changing demographics affect the arts,
the importance of staying current with
technology, the rewards and challenges
of collaboration, and the difficulties of
supporting and retaining staff.
“The Best Practices Series was a
unique chance for a cross-section of
artists and arts administrators to identify
common challenges and learn from each
other,” says GFTA Associate Director
Renee Hayes, who’s been on staff since
1996. “The collaboration helped set the
stage for what later became the Creative
Capacity Fund.”
Jointly funded by Grants for the Arts
and the Arts Commission, the Creative
Capacity Fund initially was conceived in
2009 as a pilot to strengthen small arts
groups’ organizational skills. But, as the

‘‘

Groups know they can count on getting a (GFTA) grant,
which is incredibly powerful — that long-term general support
astonishes people from other parts of the country.”
Frances Phillips, program director,
Creative Work Fund

recession deepened and demographic
shifts and looming leadership transitions
strained all nonprofit arts groups, new
needs emerged. The fund grew into a
statewide consortium of 12 public and
private arts funders, administered by the
Center for Cultural Innovation, a
California arts supporter and project
incubator. The fund’s Quick Grant
Program — decisions are made monthly
— provides up to $1,000 for professional
development activities, career coaching

Campo Santo

and consultant fees: To date, 215 artists
and 191 arts groups have received grants;
of those, 72 were to GFTA grantees.
Grants for the Arts participates in
several regranting programs with other
funders to help small, professional arts
groups and individual artists get a toehold
in the competitive world of arts funding.
GFTA began supporting Theatre Bay
Area and Dancers’ Group’s CA$H
(Creative Assistance for Small
[Companies] and Hungry [Artists])
program in 2000. Individual theater and
dance artists are eligible for $2,000 grants,
and small companies — with budgets
under $100,000 — for $4,000 grants.
CA$H has made 529 grants, totaling more
than $1.2 million.
In 2008, Grants for the Arts and San
Francisco Friends of Chamber Music

“We believe the more you do, the stronger a work gets”

Campo Santo — “sacred ground” in Spanish — is one Johnson on multiple drafts and did a bar crawl performing
of Intersection for the Arts’ two resident theater companies. different scenes in each bar — all before its first traditional
Since its co-founding in 1996 by Sean San José and Luis performance in May 2011. It was Campo Santo’s 10th
Saguar, it has premiered 45 plays, and in 2011 had another collaboration with Johnson, the company’s resident
playwright.
six in development.
Campo Santo even used the novel
Grants for the Arts gave Campo
to start a book club at The Hub — an
Santo its first grant, $5,000, in 1999. “A
8,600-square-foot space with indifunder that’s always there to help
vidual work stations, offices, and
sustain you so you can grow? That
meeting and event rooms for Hub
makes you feel validated and
members, ensconced in renovated
acknowledged? That’s profound,” San
José says. “Every year when we fill out
offices in the San Francisco Chronicle
Building on Mission Street that also
the application, it makes us think about
is home to Intersection for the Arts,
how we fit into the arts community.”
Campo Santo’s fiscal sponsor since the
San Francisco, with its “multiple
company’s founding.
voices, a variety of neighborhoods, a
“We believe the more you do, the
constant influx of immigrants that keeps
stronger a work gets,” says San José.
storytelling new,” is a perfect place for
“In this play, we’re exploring the
the company’s kind of art, he says.
concept of space and how to tell a story
Work in progress best describes
in different spaces.” That’s a fitting
how Campo Santo operates. It may
idea in San Francisco, which has a
spend years developing scripts with
authors, letting a work develop at its
dearth of performance spaces. “We
own pace. For Nobody Move, a play The 2001 world premiere of John
have a few large spaces, a few small
adapted from a noirish novel by Steppling’s Contagion features Campo
ones, and little in between, so it takes
National Book Award-winner Denis Santo co-founder Luis Saguar, foreground, imagination and nimbleness to mount
Johnson, the company held 15 readings and actor Michael Cheng, seated.
a production and reach new audiwith different casts, worked with PHOTO: TOM ONTIVEROS
ences.”
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Katie Gorman, Creativity
Explored art collector and
former volunteer, admires
works by developmentally
disabled artists displayed
and sold in the organization’s gallery.
PHOTO: NORBERTO
HERNANDEZ,
SF CAMERAWORK

piloted the Musical Grant Program to
award $2,000 to $3,000 grants to Bay Area
ensembles, musicians and presenters in all
chamber music genres — from early music
to classical, contemporary and jazz. Three
foundations have joined the funding effort,
providing grants to 73 music projects.
Also in 2008, Grants for the Arts
began funding Alternative Exposures, a
regranting program of Southern Exposure,
whose lead funder is the Andy Warhol
Foundation for the Visual Arts. Grants of
up to $3,500 are awarded for visual arts
exhibitions or series, public art projects,
event or performances, print or online
publications, and more; in four years, 69
Bay Area projects received a total of
$220,000.
It was GFTA’s history of collaboration
that helped cinch San Francisco as one of
six cities to participate in a major audiencebuilding project of the New York Citybased Wallace Foundation. The Wallace
Excellence Awards allocated $7.5 million
to GFTA and The San Francisco Foundation for an audience-development project.
The funders identified 11 arts organizaGRANTS FOR THE ARTS
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tions in the city to share $6 million in
grants over four years. An additional $1.5
million was used to expand mailing lists to
new audiences, convene workshops and
commission papers on workable ideas for
increasing audiences, fund regranting
activities, and support capacity-building
activities. These included the 2009 Bay
Area Advanced Marketing Boot Camp
attended by 25 organizations and led by
national leaders in arts marketing, and
two conferences: Dynamic Adaptability
in early 2010 and Beyond Dynamic
Adaptability in late 2011.
The significance of the city’s deepseated effort over so many years to bring
money to its artists can’t be overestimated,
says Gerbode E.D. Tom Layton, one of
Boas’ circle of advisers and a constant in
the sustainability of San Francisco’s arts
scene. “It affects the growth and health
of the arts here and is hugely important.”
Collegiality among funders is a given,
Layton says. Gerbode gives more than
$500,000 a year to the arts, including its
contribution, along with the Zellerbach
Family Foundation and the William and
Flora Hewlett Foundation, to the
Zellerbach-managed Community Arts
Program. In 2011, that fund awarded
$720,000 to 243 groups.
Gerbode also co-funds with Hewlett
an award fund for California choreographers — six grants of $75,000 each.
The Bay Area has 2,498 private
foundations that in 2009 gave out $3.1
billion, according to the Foundation
Center. About 11% — $34.1 million —
went to arts and culture. That year,
Grants for the Arts gave nearly $9 million,
all of it to San Francisco groups. That
makes GFTA the Bay Area’s single largest
arts funder, which helps put its contribution to culture in perspective.
Funding for the arts is so exceptional
here, Layton says, “that our artists may
have some sense of entitlement to the
money, but that could come from a sense
of security and that’s okay with me. I’m
always hearing how lucky we are in San
Francisco.”

CHAPTER 3 … Year 50, Looking Ahead
2011: GFTA at 50
hen the P&A Fund reached its 25th
W
anniversary in 1986, it was flush and
well-loved. From hotel tax revenues of $50
million it got $4.8 million to support 116
groups — 91 of them arts groups, 18 parades
and seven promotional organizations.
In a 1983 report on hotel tax funds
nationwide for the National Endowment
for the Arts, James Backus called P&A the
only U.S. example of “a fully mature, fully
institutionalized use of the hotel tax.”
Its grants, arts critic Nancy Scott wrote
in the San Francisco Examiner in 1985,
ranged “from the opulence of the San
Francisco Opera to the occasionally
precarious experiments of avant-garde
theater,” and complaints about the fund
were rare. It had become, she concluded,
“the most secure and dependable of any
such agency in the nation.”
In its 50th year, Grants for the Arts
holds onto its title. It made 215 grants
totaling $8.8 million for the 2011-12 fiscal

year, 70% of the awards to small and midsize organizations, 30% to the Big 6. GFTA
has weathered the scrutiny of two task
forces and decades of erratic economics,
and seen its portion of hotel tax revenues
shrink while the general fund has grown.
In 1961, about half the $1 million hotel
tax collected went to arts, parades and other
annual events, and promotional organizations. The rest went to the general fund.
In 2011-12, the tax brought in $220
million: GFTA got the same amount as
the previous year, $11.8 million, and the
general fund $144 million. Another $21
million went directly to museums, neighborhood cultural centers and performance
spaces — all arts-related funding but
separate from GFTA. Moscone Convention
Center got $34.1 million and San Francisco Travel, the former Convention and
Visitors Bureau, $7.6 million.
Still, Grants for the Arts is getting 36%
of hotel tax revenues allocated to the arts.
It manages to give its roster of grantees

2010-11 Hotel Tax Allocations, $212,502,000
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Facilities
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34,147,000,
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critical funding and add new organizations
almost every year — 52 since 2004.
“I’m sanguine about our flat funding,”
Schulman says. “I know we continue to be
an important resource for arts and culture,
and we’ve helped the tourist industry grow
— I think our policymakers appreciate
what the arts contribute to San Francisco’s
economy, quality of life and worldwide
reputation, and that they’ll continue to
support our budget.”
In May 2011, Mayor Lee proposed a
five-year financial plan for all city
departments that includes capping hotel
tax allocations for the first three years,
then increasing them to cover inflation,
assuming tax revenues continue to grow.
The city has not yet adopted the plan,
“but I think it will work,” he says. “I see it
as a source of optimism for all city departments — and for Grants for the Arts, it
shows our commitment to its future.”

Margaret Jenkins Dance

The business of art
Grants for the Arts’ longevity surprises
few. “It simply works,” is the most typical
comment. Also not surprisingly, many link
GFTA’s success to Schulman.
Committee member Roppel calls her
the ideal leader for Grants for the Arts:
“She’s brilliant about putting out fires.
She never loses her place.”
Frances Phillips remembers going to
Schulman when she and Walter and Elise
Haas Fund Executive Director Pamela
David were doing strategic planning for
arts funding: “Pam was new and looking
for an overarching mission,” says Phillips,
“so I went to Kary because I value her
good judgment.” They learned something
valuable: “She said she tries not to think
about overall mission but about each
grantee and its role. She was looking at
the art, not how it fuels the economy” —

“Dance community has youthful vibrancy that keeps us alive”

After 10 years of immersion in the 1960s New York been commissioned by companies internationally and done
dance scene with rising stars such as Twyla Tharp and dance residencies in India and China.
To improve the quality of choreography and the general
legend Merce Cunningham, Margaret Jenkins returned to
San Francisco, where she was raised and began her dance health of dance, the Margaret Jenkins Dance Company
offers programs in a 3,200-square-foot
training, to start her own company.
“lab” South of Market. In the program
“It was time to make my own
CHIME (Choreographers in Mentorwork,” says Jenkins, who, with several
ship Exchange), emerging and estabother New Yorkers, opened her first San
lished choreographers receive one-year
Francisco studio in 1971, a time when
grants and cost-free studio time to
experimental dance was exploding here.
explore common interests, learn from
Three years later, she leased a space in
each other and forge long-term relationthe Mission District that became her
ships. The lab can be rented for reschool for young dancers, the stage for
hearsals, auditions, film shoots and
her own productions, and a magnet for
workshops, providing other artists muchlocal and traveling companies.
needed rental space at affordable prices.
“The space was pretty low-tech, just
Jenkins says the spirit of San
some benches, not even a black box,”
Francisco’s dance community “is still
she says, “but it was an exciting time.
phenomenal,” as it was when she founded
The growth in the field was wonderful.
her company. “There’s a youthful vibYou could see that young people were
rancy that keeps us alive, despite a couple
feeling more and more that they didn’t
of economic collapses and a growing pie
have to go to New York for rigorous,
professional training.”
that increases competition for funding.
In 40 years, Jenkins has choreoThat funding is still fantastic — and
graphed 75 works for her own company Margaret Jenkins dances in “No One But Grants for the Arts is THE model. We’re
that she performs here and on tour, has Whittington,” 1978. PHOTO: DOUG WINTER the envy of every city for that.”
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making sure the trees stay healthy so the
forest survives. “It’s that lack of trendiness
that’s kept Grants for the Arts going.”
Arts groups, however, are keenly aware
of their role in the economy and many tie
GFTA’s long history to the fact that its
supportive role is cost-effective. “We’re
productive businesses, adding to
neighborhoods and culture and the health
of the city,” says Dancers’ Group’s Wayne
Hazzard. “Grants for the Arts wants us to
bring in tourists. That keeps us thinking
about our relationship with our audience,
and that’s always a good thing.”
Sylvia Lindsey has been on the San
Francisco Opera Board of Directors since
1987 and on the boards of numerous other

City Arts & Lectures

“Our mission: Book the best”

“There’s this incredible logic about the arts being supported by the
hotel tax,” says Sydney Goldstein, founding executive director of City
Arts & Lectures. “Even if tourists don’t come to see anything when they
visit, our healthy arts scene makes the city more attractive. People just
want to be where interesting things are happening.”
Goldstein started her program in 1980. Modest at first, today’s
lectures and onstage conversations fill the 475-seat Herbst Theatre 55
times a year with an eclectic collection of renowned artists and thinkers.
In the 2011 lineup: actress Diane Keaton, musician Ry Cooder, soprano
Reneé Fleming, authors Joan Didion and Michael Ondaatje, chef
Jacques Pépin, photographer Annie Leibovitz
and Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer.
“Our mission is pretty simple: Book the
best,” Goldstein says. She admits she’s a
nervous wreck going into every season,
worrying especially about cancellations,
delayed flights and the minutiae of an event
focused on a single, high-profile guest.
Guests often are paired onstage with local
luminaries who guide the conversation lightly
and direct Q&As after. Besides the thousands
Annie Leibovitz
of people in the audience for these live events,
millions more tune in to 170 public radio stations across the country
that broadcast City Arts & Lectures.
Unlike many nonprofits, more than three-quarters of City Arts &
Lectures’ revenue comes from earned income. Four or five foundations
also support the organization’s $1 million budget. Its 2011 GFTA grant
was $47,900.
“But Grants for the Arts has always been our biggest funder,” says
Goldstein. “I know people always say, ‘It’s not about the money.’ But it
is about the money. The money sends the message that the city cares —
it’s the seal of approval.”
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music organizations over the years. A keen,
perceptive music lover, she considers it her
civic duty to use her stature as a board
member to encourage the African American
community to participate in the arts.
Grants for the Arts has been instrumental in broadening San Francisco’s
artistic diversity, Lindsey says. “Many
African American singers tell me they’re
gratified to see so many African Americans
in the audience. The city should continue
the commitment because it’s the arts that
make us so vibrant.”
And stable, adds Joe D’Alessandro,
San Francisco Travel’s president and CEO.
More and more, politicians and other
stakeholders acknowledge the importance
of arts to the city’s economy, he says.
San Francisco Travel — first named
the Convention and Tourist League, then
the Convention and Tourist Bureau,
followed by the Convention and Visitors
Bureau — is more than 100 years old. Its
relationship back in the 1960s with the
nascent arts funder was adversarial, but
now is “very positive,” D’Alessandro says.
“We understand each other’s vision. We
know that the arts drive tourism, and
Grants for the Arts sees the need for a
strong hospitality industry.”
Tourism, long called the city’s biggest
industry, this year appears to have been
replaced by health care, which a study
shows brings $15 billion to the economy
annually.
Still, in 2010, an average of more than
129,000 visitors daily spent $22.8 million
— a whopping $8.3 billion a year, 6%
more than in 2009, according to a study
by Visitor Profile Research. Tourism
supported 67,000 jobs in the city with an
annual payroll of $1.8 billion. In addition,
those visitors generated $485 million in
taxes, almost half in hotel taxes.
The study also found that visitors,
asked what they liked most about the city,
named its arts and culture (12%), just
behind ambience and atmosphere and
scenic beauty, both 18%.
Another study surveyed 4,000 people
online to analyze San Francisco’s draw of

‘‘

‘An investment in our prosperity’
We’re productive businesses, adding to neighborhoods and
culture and the health of the city.”
Wayne Hazzard, executive director,
Dancers’ Group

those who travel specifically to experience
a city’s culture. San Francisco, it found,
ranks third, after New York and
Washington, D.C., as America’s top
cultural destination.
“The arts,” D’Alessandro says, “have
done a really good job of reinvesting back
into the economy.”
Fifty years ago, many scoffed at the
idea of the city supporting cultural
activities so they could help fuel the
economy. The 25-year report on Grants for
the Arts cited a 1961 paid advertisement
from the Hotel Employers’ Association
calling the hotel tax-based arts fund “a
fantastic departure” from good
government practices. Countered an
unidentified journalist, the hotel industry
“had better wake up to the fact that San
Francisco, without the rich flavoring of its
cultural institutions, would only be a
lovelier Des Moines.”

Shirley Temple Black,
supervisor of the 9th San
Francisco International
Film Festival, arrives at
Masonic Auditorium for
opening night, 1965.
PHOTO: TOM VANO, SAN
FRANCISCO HISTORY CENTER,
SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC
LIBRARY
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When Grants for the Arts staff and
advisory committee members assembled
in July 2011 to make final funding recommendations for the agency’s 50th year,
they found several current grantees
teetering and a handful whose demise
seemed imminent. All had been watched
carefully by GFTA for a few years.
Schulman says no more than two or three
groups a year “disappear” this way, and
many years there are none.
GFTA has a history of continuing to
give support as long as there’s breath left
in a group, allowing them to depart as
gracefully as possible.
That, says Killacky, is the beauty of
GFTA’s role as a city arts funder: “The
support levels the playing field. Access to
the public — that’s Grants for the Arts’
strength.” It also helps the city maintain
diversity among the small and ethnic arts
groups, he says.
The allocation news wasn’t as dire as
anticipated for 2011-12.
Five grantees didn’t reapply for funding,
and two asked for less than the previous
year — not so surprising, Schulman says, in

the world of arts funding. That,
plus some freed-up insurance
costs added to the $11.8
million hotel tax allocation,
meant Grants for the Arts
could fund three new groups
and give very modest increases
to those already on its docket.
Among the 215 groups
getting grants, 41 were docked
10% for turning in late or
incomplete applications, seven
grantees were being watched
for eligibility issues and 14 for
general concerns about their
operations.
All in all, no big changes
from the last few years. That’s
the way Schulman likes it.
More money to distribute
would be nice, but she’s glad
to hang on to what’s there as
long as the arts community is
holding its own and GFTA
can continue to operate
efficiently.
“We’ve gone from being a
staff of two when I came on to
being a staff of only five 30
Grants for the Arts Executive Director Kary Schulman, center, is
years later,” she says. “I’m
flanked by her staff, from left: Associate Director Renee Hayes,
proud that we haven’t added
Administration and Communications Manager Brett Conner,
bureaucracy or grown any
Senior Program Manager Khan Wong, and Senior Finance and
more than is absolutely
Operations Manager Valerie Tookes. PHOTO: SYDNEY GOLDSTEIN
necessary. We’re a lean and
kind operation.”
agency started, the idea of the hotel tax
Grants for the Arts’ longevity is part
funding the arts was outrageous, but the city
good practice — “Do everything slowly so
has come to understand that providing arts
there are few bumps,” is how Schulman
experiences is as essential a government
describes her management style — and
service as providing safe streets, parks and
part visionary mandate.
good schools.
“Our motto is still promoting the city by
“Investing in the arts is an investment in
supporting the arts,” she says. “When this
community prosperity.”
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St. Patrick’s Day Parade,
a San Francisco tradition
for 161 years, is the largest
St. Paddy’s event west of
the Mississippi.
PHOTO: TOM HWANG

Hotel taxes in other cities
When the Hotel Tax Fund turned 25,
there were 319 cities and counties in 35
states charging a hotel room tax — some
called it a transit occupancy tax (TOT),
others a hotel occupancy tax (HOT) —
but few had followed San Francisco’s lead
and most used the revenue for convention
centers and sports arenas, not the arts.
Little has changed today, except that
such taxes are now ubiquitous, according
to the American Economics Group in
Washington, D.C. In 2008, the analysis
firm reported that of the nearly $12.5
billion in hotel taxes collected annually
nationwide, most went to support
convention centers, historic preservation
and visitor centers. A few examples of
cities that use their hotel tax for the arts:
Houston Before David Gockley
became San Francisco Opera’s general
manager in 2006, he was Houston Grand
Opera’s general manager for 35 years.
During the 1970s, he helped get Texas to
approve use of HOT funds for the arts.
Cities and other locales in the state then
could decide whether to use locally
generated funds.
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“We were able to protect the sanctity
of the funding source by setting it up on
the state level,” Gockley said. “And, like
Grants for the Arts, we started with
funding major arts groups and had political
pressure to extend it to smaller groups.
San Francisco was absolutely our model.”
Seventy-five local arts councils in Texas
distributed $35 million in HOT funding in
2010. Houston, population 2.2 million,
collected about $60 million in HOT revenues in 2010; the Houston Arts Alliance
distributed $3.1 million of that (19%) to
250 organizations for projects and general
support through competitive grants.
Chicago CityArts Program has
awarded $22 million to arts groups since
it began operating in 1979. Funding comes
from a combination of general fund and
hotel tax revenues (hotel tax rate
currently is 15.4%). In 2010 and 2011,
258 organizations received grants totaling
$500,000, down from $1 million in 2009.
Awards are small — the venerable Art
Institute’s grant was $3,500. The Chicago
Department of Cultural Affairs absorbed
the city’s Office of Tourism in 1992 to
become the Department of Cultural
Affairs and Special Events.

Soulsector, a 13-year-old
street dance crew, performs
at the annual Hip Hop
DanceFest.
PHOTO: STERLING
LARRIMORE

Seattle Beginning in 1967, the state of
Washington authorized King County —
comprised of Seattle, population 608,000,
and surrounding communities on Puget
Sound — to use a share of the hotel tax
for tourism and, eventually, for arts
programs. At first administered by a
county arts commission, funding for the
area’s arts, heritage, preservation and
public art programs have been handled
since 2003 by a nonprofit, 4Culture.
The hotel tax fully funds 4Culture’s
program of general operating support, $1.6
million to 250 groups in 2010. Among
them, the Seattle Opera, Northwest
Pacific Ballet, Seattle Art Museum and
Seattle Symphony Orchestra got the

2011-12 Grants for the Arts allocations
by category
Civic Activities
Dance
Literary Arts
Media
Multi-Arts
Music
Parades & Events
Theater
Visual Arts

$34,300
$1,478,750
$166,100
$443,600
$895,150
$2,675,750
$417,200
$1,117,050
$1,582,550
$8,810,450

Source: Grants for the Arts
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largest grants, $60,000 each. Minimum
grants were $1,125.
St. Louis In 1985, St. Louis established
the Regional Arts Commission to foster art
and culture in and around the city; its
funding source is 4/15ths of the 3.75%
hotel tax. Since then, the commission has
awarded 5,600-plus grants totaling more
than $73 million. In 2011, $2.7 million in
grants supported 189 nonprofit arts and
cultural organizations. The largest award
— $507,000 — went to the St. Louis
Symphony. The Historical Society of
University City got the smallest grant,
$2,000, for its biennial quilt show.
Columbus, Ohio The Greater
Columbus Arts Council, a nonprofit, has
contracted with the city since 1973 to
administer arts grants. Starting small, with
a handful of major groups and funding
from the general fund, the council by 1978
was getting hotel bed tax money and
helping to support 27 organizations. Its
portion of the city’s hotel bed tax —
currently 7% with revenues of $42 million
in 2010 — has eroded over the years. In
2010-11, the council made 80 grants for
general operating and project support,
technical assistance and fellowships to
individual artists totaling $2.3 million.
San Diego Arts groups are eligible for
general operating support and project
support from the Commission for Arts and
Culture. Established in 1988, with funding
from the city’s 10.5% transient occupancy
tax, the commission in 2010-11 awarded
$6.2 million to 110 arts groups.
Miami-Dade County Fifty-nine of
Florida’s 67 counties tax lodging. MiamiDade, population 2.4 million, has been
collecting a bed tax and giving some of it
to the arts since 1978. Today, of its 6% bed
tax, 3% is allocated for convention
development, 1% for a professional sports
facility, and 2% for tourist development
of which 60% goes to the Greater Miami
Convention and Visitors Bureau, 20% to
the general fund and 20% to the County
Department of Cultural Affairs. In 201011, the department had about $1 million
from the bed tax to distribute to arts

‘‘

Grants for the Arts is a great American success story.”
Randy Cohen, Americans for the Arts

groups. However, its revenues come from
many sources. In all, it made 558 grants
totaling $14.3 million.
Los Angeles L.A.’s Department of
Cultural Affairs gets up to 1% of the city’s
14% Transient Occupancy Tax to fund the
arts — $7.7 million in 2010. Half of that
paid salaries for staff working in several
department divisions. In 2010, the grants
administration division gave $3 million
in grants to 280 artists, nonprofits and

programs in its numerous neighborhood
arts and cultural centers, theaters and
historic sites.
Many communities have tried, and
failed, to implement an arts funding plan
like San Francisco’s. In 2003, Atlanta
commissioned Georgia State University
Professor Michael Rushton to survey
other cities’ use of earmarked taxes.
“Atlanta made an effort in 2007,”
Rushton says, “but the city was never
able to put together a sustainable plan.”
John Killacky, a former GFTA citizens
advisory committee member, was curator
of the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis
in the 1990s. “Minneapolis tried to
replicate GFTA but it couldn’t,” he says.
“The hotel owners simply nixed it.”
As Mayor George Christopher discovered in 1961, a tax added to a hotel bill
was hard to sell to the hospitality industry.
Tougher yet, the money was to go to the
arts. But persistence paid off, and that
success has resonated around the nation.
“San Franciscans should be proud of
Grants for the Arts’ 50 years but also that
it’s been replicated across the country,
leveraging hundreds of millions of dollars
for the arts,” says Randy Cohen, vice
president of research and policy at
Americans for the Arts, a nonprofit leader
with offices in Washington, D.C., and New
York City that advances the reach and
vitality of U.S. arts.
GFTA’s leverage extends to private arts
funders as well as public. “I track funding
nationwide and Grants for the Arts is seen
as a great achievement. People see the
agency’s rigorous process as a good
indication of where to make investments
— they take it as an imprimatur of value
that affects the quality of life and the
economy,” Cohen says. “Grants for the
Arts is a great American success story.”

Crowds of arts lovers watch the San Francisco
Ballet at a Stern Grove Festival concert, a series
of free summer performances begun in 1938 and
supported by hotel tax funding for 50 years.
PHOTO: STERN GROVE FESTIVAL
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